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EAST.
flashed It forth to the country 'as tie
project of the progressive wing pf
the republk-aparty. Senator Owen
is wondering Just what is left for
him.

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1911

CITY EDITION

Is the Impression here and It is not
denied by Senator Lodge or his close
Washington friends.
It Is a well known fact that Sena
tor Lodge, having seen eighteen years
of service in the upper house of
congress, desires to round out his ca
COLLECTED ON SLAVE PENSIONS
reer
in the diplomatic service, and
27. Evidence
Washington, Jan.
has long cherished the idea
that
he
e
that
pension" frauds are
Bent to England. President
of
being
being perpetrated on negroes at TusTaft is known to regard Senator
T,
Booker
home
of
THE MOST SPECTACULAR LEGAL kegee, Ala., the
BOSTON REPORT SAYS HE WILL
Lodge as one of the ablest men in ECUADOREANS AND PERUVIANS
BATTLE EVER WAGED ENTERS Washington, will be submitted to the
RELINQUISH TOGA IN A
ENGAGE IN BATTLE ON THE
public life and one who, because of
department of justice by Representa
ON FINAL STAGE .
FEW DAYS
should
become
FRONTIER
peculiar
qualities,
tive Thomas J. Heflin of Alabama. A
most
ser
in
eminent
the
diplomatic
negro using the name of the "Rev. G
vice.
PERSONAL LIBERTY INVOLVED G. Howard," according to information HAS THE RESPECT OF TAFT
CASUALTIES ONLY NOMINAL
received by the representative from
HONDURAS CAPITAL HAS FALLEN
a constituent, had issued a circular
New Tork, Jan. 27. Celba, the cap! THREE KILLED AND EIGHT ARE
THE PRESIDENT, BELIEVES HE
SUPREME COURT'S RULING WILL
telling that money to pay pensions to
tal
of Honduras, fell Into the handa of WOUNDED, ALL VICTIMS
WOULD
MAKE
AN
EXCEL.
FATE
DECIDE
OF GOMPERS,
and their children had been
BEING
the Bonllla revolutionists yesterday
Ne
the
LENT DIPLOMAT
MITCHELL AND MORRISON
ECUADOR SOLDIERS
government.
appropriated by
afternoon after a day of desperate in
groes were asked to Join "associa
and artillery fighting. Ten are
fantry
tions" having the purpose of examin
WOULD BE A MARKED HONOR said to be dead and many wounded. TROOPS HURRIED TO SCENE
ARE CHARGED WITH CONTEMPT
ing and 'preparing' the cases of the
It is added that Gen. Lee Christmas,
claimants. The fee was $5 for each
chief aid of the provisional president,
"Howard" LONG CAREER IN PUBLIC LIFE
LEADERS SENTENCED FOR DIS- - association membership.
CRUISER OF PERU'S NAVY CAR
is in control of the town.
promised that; widows and children of
COULD THUS BE FITTINGLY
RIES REINFORCEMENTS TO
REGARDING
ORDER OF
slaves will receive $242 each.

BOYCOTT CASES
UP FOR FINAL

SENATOR LODGE

SOUTH AMERICAN

TO COURT OF

REPUBLICS ARE

ST, JAMES

AT WAR

ARGUMENT

"ex-slav-

ROUNDED

COURT

27. The
Washington, Jan.
"boycott" case of the Bucks
4 Stove and Range company of
St. Louis, against the American
Federation of Labor, came to a
dramatic close in the supreme
f court of the United States this
f afternoon, the court deciding it
f was a question It would not
hear.

f
f
f
f
f

Jan. 27. From reliable
close to Senator Henry Ca
bot
to
Lodge,
recently
serve
a
fourth
term
from
this
state,
LAST OF MARCH
it Is learned that he is to be chosen
by President Taft for the court of
HE WILL VISIT SOUTH CAROLINA, St. James. That
the senator will
soon resign so that the legislature
GEORGIA, TENNEESEE AND
may again proceed to elect his sucOHIO
cessor, is the belief of Bostonlans
who are close to Lodge. That the apJan. 27. Early in
Washington,
President Taft is to be
March, after congress adjourns, Presi- pointment by
sent
to
senate
within a few days
the
dent Taft will make a short swing
through the south, winding up at his
home city, Cincinnati, where he will
CAUSE
spend several days. The president EARTHQUAKES
expects to visit Anderson, S. C, At
lanta, Ga., Nashville and Chattanooga,
OF MINE DISASTERS
Tennessee, and Cleveland. He will
speak at Cincinnati on March 17.
sources

'

(Continued on Page Five)

SENATOR OWEN OF

0KLAH0MH10LLERS"
REPUBLICANS

HAVE STOLEN HIS IDEAS OF
POPULAR GOVERNMENT
'27. United
Jan.
Washington,
Owen be
L.
States Senator Robert
lieves he has a grievance. He says
the progressive republicans have
seized political dogma of which he
asserted he is the undisputed proprietor. Senator Owen is head of
"an advisory committee" which long
ago put forth literature proposing
that the "leaders of democracy" or
ganize into a great national movement for the promulgation of certain
reforms calculated to restore to the
people the right to run the country.
circulated it,
He wrote literature,
talked it inbo the record so that it
could be franked, and got busy in
many other ways. He did not say
much about his organized activities,
but he was busy all the time. ;
He talked to republicans and dem
ocrats alike about the desirability of
having the people take a larger part
In the government. He was for real
primaries, for popular election of
United States senators, for the Initiative, referendum, recall, short ballot
and all those things, before anybody
else had thought of mentioning them
In public.
But Senator Owen has been held
up, he says, and the entire scheme
of popular government has been taken
from him.
The National Progressive Republi
can League has done the business;
It appropriated the Owen program,
put an Insurgent label on it, and
.

'

Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 27. After
strugling for more than 24 hours
witih the testimony, the jury in the
case of MrsLaura
Farnsworth
Schenk, charged with poisoning her
husband, John O. Schenk, announced
late yesterday that it could not reach
a verdict.
Judge Jordan discharged the jurors and Mrs. Schenk is again in jail
to await another trial.
-

HUNDRED

THOUSAND

DOLLARS DEPOSITED

FROMSINB SING
THREE DESPERATE CRIMINALS
FELL GUARDS AND CROSS
HUDSON RIVER ON ICE

Osslning, N. Y., Jan. 27. An all
night search for the three convicts
who escaped from Sing Sing prison
last night was unsuccessful and it Is
believed the prisoners crossed the
Hudson river on the ice. The escape
was a sensational one. After a rehearsal of the prison orchestra, William Rush, serving a life term for
murder; Ralph Taylor, known as the
"Silk Hat burglar," serving a twenty-on- e
year term for burglary, and
Charles McGuinn, serving five years
VICTORIA
METEOROLOGICAL
far burglary, stole into the prison
EXPERT MAKES STARTLING
yard passage way, beat two guards
DECLARATION
into insensibility with their cornets
and flutes and then slipped through
27.
B.
seisJan.
C.,
That
Victoria,
Khe open space " the Iron palings
mic disturbances have an important
the river side. Other guards fired
by
bearing on coal mine disasters is the at
them, but the fugitives were soon
declaration of F. Napier Denison, of
lost Bight of in the fog of the
Victoria, a meteorological official, afriver.
ter cairefully studying the seismolog-ica- l
records which he has kept for the
last eleven years. He says the great
SAN MIGUEL GAVE
est period of earth unrest was in
a
saw
the great1910,
year which
est number of colliery disasters In
MAJORITY OF
the world's history. These records
of great
he believes may become
practical value. Another interesting THE TOTAL VOTE CAST WAS
development is that the swing of the
4,010 COUNTY RANKS THIRO
pendulum of the millimetre scale has
IN THE TERRITORY
been continually rising in the last
eleven years, showing an increasing
San Miguel county's majority for
earth unrest, and if this continues,
Mr. Denison believes, greater earth- the constitution at the election last
quake disasters are likely to occur Saturday was 1.5G0. The total vote
for the constitution's adoption was
than the earth has evr known.
votes were cast
2,785, while 1,225
WARSHIPS MARKED DOWN ,
against it. The total vote was 4,010.
Washington, Jan. 27. Senator Till- Today the final precinct, Trementina,
man gave notice in the senate yester- was heard from, the constitution reday he would have something to say ceiving there .a handsome majority
about the policy of the navy depart- of 70 votes. This makes the vote comment in selling obso'ete war vessels plete. San Miguel county will stand
at bargain counter prices. He offer- third in 'the territory for large maed a resolution, which the senate jorities for the constitution,
Santa
adopted, requesting the secretary of Fe county leading 'by about 900. Colthe navy to send to the senate Infor- fax county cast about 17 more votes
mation regarding the number of ves- for the constitution than did San
sels in the navy that are considered Miguel.
out of date and their cost. The navy
BRIBERY CHARGES DENIED
department recently sold the cruiser
Detroit for $20,000. Its cost was
Washington, Jan. 27. A fiat denial
$750,000.
of statements made by Alfred W.
Dodsworth, business manager of the
New York Journal of Commerce, who
said an offer to buy the editorial inKANSAS WILL HAVE
fluence of his paper had been communicated by its former Washington
SUNDAYBASE BALL (correspondent,
Charles A. Conant,
was made in a telegram to thS house
THE BILL OF A "HOLIER THAN ship subsidy investigation committee
by Mr. Conant, now a New York finTHOU" LEGISLATOR LAID
ancier.
ON THE SHELF
;

1,560

.

REPRESENTATIVES
BUDDECKE

OF

W.

A.

COMPLY WITH

COURT'S

ORDER

One hundred thousand dollars was
placed yesterday in the hands of
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth judiical district, by representatives of William A. Buddecke
and the Las Vegas Railway & Power
company. The recent action of the
supreme court of the territory allowed Buddecke and associates to
the money, which is now In
the hands of the clerk for the second
time in three months, within twenty
days. Not quite that time had elapsed when the money was forthcoming.
The deposit of the money, guarantees, on order of the supreme court,
a resale of the railway and power
The property
company's property.
was sold some time ago to cover
claims held against the company by
caipitallstls in St. Louis. The date
of the resale has not been announc-

Topeka, Kan. Jan. 27. The Kansas
legislature last night decided it was
not wicked to play baseball on Sunday. In spite of the arguments of
Representative Cones, sponsor of the
bill, who read the ten commandments
as an argument in favor of his measure prohibiting Sunday baseball, the
ed.
house by a vote of 63 to 58 laid the
measure on the shelf,
STILL NO N. Y. SENATOR
and Wichita have clubs in
v Topeka
Albany, N- - Y., Jan. 27. There was the Western league and had the bill
no result today on the ninth ballot passed it would have meant the . refor
United
States senator. No moval of those clubs to cities in other
i
states.
quorum was present.

r

GARRISON

ON BORDER

Lima Peru, Jan,

Boston,

TAFT PLANS TOUR

Washington, Jan. 24. One of the
most spectacular legal battles
waged between capita' and organized
labor reached Its final stages today
when the supreme court of the United States took up for oral argument
the famous litigation by the Bucks
Stove & Range company of St. Louis,
Mo., against the American Federation
of Labor.
CIGAR MAKERS' STRIKE ENDS
The contending forces stirted their
Tampa, Fla., Jan. 27. The strike of
of
to
the
determine the legality
fight
the
makers, which has lasted
"boycott." That was In tho supreme sevencigar
month, hag been called off by
court of the District of Columbia. But
the joint advisory board conditionaltoday when the contest was renewed ly.
".
before the supreme court of the
United States, the main issue had
been crowded out of the limelight by
an incidental one. Now, the burn- HUNG JURY IN THE
ing Issue is whether the principal of
ficials of the American Federation of
SCHENKJPOISON CASE
Labor are to go to jail on charges of
contempt of court.
Because they failed to obey the In ONE MAN WHO HELD OUT FOR
Junction issued by the district suCONVICTION, ROBBED ACCUSED
preme. court In the original case,
WOMAN OF FREEDOM

THE PROGRESSIVE

OUT

CONVICTS ESCAPE
4

f

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'e Ss

if 0

1

LOWER

ij

REDEL LEADER IN
HONDURASA QUITTER
RAMON SOLO AND HIS PRINCIPAL

FOLLOWE1S SEEK REFUGE
IN

SALVADOR

Washington, Jan. 27. Ramon Solo,
a Honduran revolutionary leader and
his principal followers, have given
up the movement against the government of President'. Davilla and
sought refuge in Salvador, according
to advices to the Btate department.

27.

Rumors of an

other encounter between the Peruvi
ana and Ecudoreans on the frontier
near Zaruma, Ecuador, was confirmed

he is to return to the train as fast as
his legs can carry him.
If a train, on approaching a signal
finds it a danger, the engineer comes
to a stop, and after waiting a reason
able l.Ime for orders to proceed, which
do not come, he gives four shorts
snorts of the whistle, which Imme
diately arreBts the attention of the
towerman or those who have in charge
the particular signal that is holding
the train up. Sometimes an engineer COMPLETE DETAILS OF RECENT
will become Impatient and the first
BATTLE NEAR OJINAGA AT
four blasts will be followed by four
HAND
others with only a few seconds intervening. He does not see why he
should be kept waiting and manifests REGULARS WERE AMBUSHED
this impression by way of the whistle.

FEDERAL DEFEAT

IN MEXICO IS
CONFIRMED

...

NO

CHOICE

IN

COLORADO

gress and related to several of Mexico's most prominent diplomatic representatives, who is fighting against
extradition
sought by the Mexican
government on the charge of obtaining money under false pretenses.
Azzona has been in custody since Dedecember 6. He has repeatedly
clared, the charge is simply a ruse on
the part of the Mexican government
to secure his return to Mexican territory. He admits he was active in stirring up opposition to President Diaz
in the last election and claims that
the newspaper in Mexico City which
he edited was forced to discontinue
publication. His case has attracted
unusual attention among diplomats of
the
republics.
Azzona was set free this afternoon
by the supreme court of the District
Mexico's demand for
of Columbia.
his extradition was refused on the
ground that the requisition was improperly drawn.
Latin-America- n

BAN ON CIGARETTES

Carson, Nev., Jan. 27, The state
senate has passed a bill making it
unlawful to sell or give cigarettes or

FOG INTERRUPTS

LANGUAGE?

LOCOMOTIVE HAS A
MAKING TRAINMEN
WHAT

WAY OF
KNOW

IT SAYS

The way locomotives "ta'k" is after
this fashion: If the trainmen should
hear two long blasts from the whistle
he would know it was a request for
the releasing of the air brakes and
that everything ahead was all right
Four short blasts of about a quarter
of a second each would be instructions
to the rear brakeman to go back with
a red flag and protect his train from
collision. Something had happened
ahead which required a stop. While
the flagman is making (haste to the
rear he hears four long toots of the
whistle, the engine telling him that
the tracks have been cleared and that

San Jose, Mex., Jan. 27. via Marfa.
Details of the losses sustained by
the federal troops under Colonel Dor
ante, received today, show that he
lost 115 men when his soldiers were
led into an insurrecto ambush near
Ojinaga. The revolutionary loss was
two.
P. H. McCoombs, a

Of

PROFESSOR

Meyer.

LEROY

POSTPONES HIS FLIGHT
AT MUSKOGEE, OKLA., THE GEN
Key West, Fla., Jan. 27. Aviator
UINE SEER WAS TAKEN ;
McCurdy today postponed his attempt
INTO CUSTODY
to fly from here to Havana. The wind
was too high ana the sea too rough.

CONTEST

FILED IN

JUSTICE ELECTION

Not satisfied with

ENGINE

ANNIHI

Seattle man, was
in the battle, fighting with the insur-rectoHe claims he, himself, killed
four federals during the engagement.
Several captured federals give practically .the same account of their losses.
Jose de la Cruz and Tortilla Ortega,
Mexican ranch owners, commanded
the insurrectos. The federals were
entrapped in the mountains and for
nearly three days were nnder the fire ot
the insurrectos. The federals finally
retreated In disorder to Coyama, where
They
they entrenched themselves.
made no attempt to cross the moun
tains tq their headquarters at Ojinaga.
lift
Only 150 soldiers remain, now at Ojinaga and an attack la hourly expected.
After the battle the Insurrectos
RESIGNATION
retired quietly to the Rio Grande,
near Reodosa, where they replenished
BARRYJSJCCEPTED their supplies of ammunition. Today
they returned, passing within sight
of
the garrison of Ojinaga, announcIT WAS TENDERED PROMPTLY
their intention to go to Coyama,
ing
ON DEMAND OF SECRETARY
federal
to attack the remaining
OF THE NAVY
troops.
For two weeks a chain guard has
Washington, Jan. 27. By direction been maintained at Ojinaga. No one
of the president, Secretary of the has been allowed to leave town. SevNavy Meyer asked Admiral Barry, eral United States citizens are unwill
against whom grave charges affect- ing prisoners within the lines.
ing his moral conduct were recently
made, for his resignation, it has been
received and was accepted today. RIGHT DUT WRONG
'for the good of the service," accord
ing to an announcement by Secretary

cigarette papers to any man, woman
or child in the state of Nevada. Ac ROW IN LA LIENDRE PRECINCT
OVER WHO SHALL FILL THE
cording to expressions from members
of the lower house the bill will go
OFFICE THERE
through without amendment.

DO YOU UNDERSTAND

ALMOST

n

HARBOR TRAFFIC
today. The Peruvian crulBer Almlr-antGrau sailed at midnight for Pay
ta, on the northwest coast, carrying
FLEET
OF LINERS AND
two hundred infantrymen to reinforce BIG
the frontier guard there. Two hunCOAST VESSELS TIED UP 'N
dred Peruvian soldlera yesterday atNEW YORK BAY
tacked the village of Chacras, Ecua
dor near the boundary. Three Ecua
New York, Jan. 27. A dense
dorans were killed and eight others that blanketed the harbor and fog
adja
wounded.
cent waters last night and this morn
ing tied up a big fleet of Transatlantic liners and coasters (low l O e
PROMINENT MEXICAN
bay and outside the habor ent.ance,
and was the cause of two stjamers
ashore on western Long IsFIGHTINGJXTRAD1TI0N running
land Sound.
Neither was seriously
was floated this
damaged. One
CASE OF JUAN SANCHEZ AZZONA morning. The Dig liner Maurotaula
was compelled to anchor off the AmUP FOR HEARING AT WASHbrose channel to wait for thj lo;; to
INGTON '
Washington, Jan. 27. On the dock
et of the district court today appeared
the case of Juan Sanchez Azzona, a
former member of the Mexican con-

INJBURRECTOS

LATED LARGE DETACHMENT
Denver, Jan. 27. No choice result
OF DIAZ SOLDIERS
ed intoday's joint ballot for United
States senator. Former Governor Ad
ams with 19 votes, and Mayor Speer
THE REBELS LOST TWO KILLED
of Denver with twenty-sevevotes,
showed the most strength of the dem
ocrats. Joel S. Vallle the republican. ATTACK ON GOVERNMENT BASE
polled thirty votes or all but four of
HOURLY EXPECTED AND ITS
his party's strength.
FALL IS LIKELY

the result of the

election of January 9, at which he
for election as justice of the peace in La Liendre precinct, Jose L. Ramirez has brought
action in the district court against
Setero Lucero demanding that the
latter show cause why he should hold
the office. Lucero was the successful candidate. Ramirez alleges that
several ballots favorable to him were
not counted by the election board.
The returns of the election were
canvassed recently by the board of
county commissioners, wtho declared
Lucero elected. Judge Roberts will
hear arguments In the case soon at
which time it will be decided as to
whether the votes shall1 be recounted,
a new election held or other action
taken. A similar case in Bernalillo
county resulted In a new election being called. La Liendre was practically the only precinct where there
was much of a contest for the office
i
of Justice of the peace-was a candidate

Upon the request of District At
torney Charles W. G, Ward, Sheriff
Weisner yesterday arrested in Muskogee, Okla., a clairvoyant, working
under the title of "Professor Leroy."
The man was using almost exactly
tta same literature as that circu
lated about this city by the lamented and departed "Professor Leroy,"
who worked G. J. Fredericks for $117
by a clever ruse. .
The sheriff made a careful investigation, using information wired him
by the district attorney. He discovered the professor in Muskogee had
been In that city for several weeks,
in fact, during the time that his
namesake was working In Las Vegas, Muskogee's professor was a much
older and larger man than the seer
who was here, while he had sandy
hair and a flowing beard. "Our" professor's hair was dark and !he sported no beard.
The Muskogee seer was released.
He asserted to the sheriff that he
believed the man who operated In
Las Vegas had used his name and
the prestige accruing to it to further
bis schemes. He said he was an honest, hardworking; conscientious medium and deplored to bear of the
professor being given a black eye by
such men as Leroy No. 2. However,
he did not offer to go Into a trau?e
and tell the officers where the missing medium had gone. Perhaps the
spirits will not divulge secrets on
members of the profession,, due to
tlhelr ethical Ideas of propriety.
,
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NEW HEAD OF

AMERICAN

CORTELYOU SLATED FOR
PRESIDENT OF EQUITABLE
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8
felt

INFANCY
PRACTICALLY

AUTHORITATIVE

THEIR GROWTH

SAY MORGAN HAS
ON HIM

ED

DECIDED

York, Jan. 27. It Is the intention of J. P. Morgan, lit la reported in Wall street circles regarded as
'
authoritative, to appoint George B.
Cortelyou, former secretary of the
treasury, to succeed the late Paul
Morton as head of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society.
Mr. Cortelyou is now president of
the Consolidated Gas company at a
salary of $50,000 a year. As presi
.dent of the Equitable, Mr. Morton was
receiving $80,000.
While no official confirmation of
the report could be obtained, it was
the general belief that it would turn
out to be true unless the premature
publication of it caused Mr. Morgan
to change his mind, as the "leaking"
of other news from the offices of
Mr. Morgan has caused him In the
past to alter his plans.
GEORGE B.
This belief is based on the known
between Mr.
friendship existing
iMorgan and Mr. Cortelyou and the
equally well known fact that at the
time the banker obtained control of
the Harriman interests in tlhe Equitable and with them as a lever forced
Thomas Fortune Ryan to part with
his holdings he had in mind the
former secretary for the position of
president. It was only the influence
of he friends of Mr. Morton, political
and otherwise, that saved the latter, HAD .RAILROAD WIZARD LIVED
it was said.
HE WOULD HAVE BUILT LINE
Mr. Morgan, it is known, never had
AROUND WORLD
a great ilondness for Mr. Morton.
He looked upon him unfavorably, it
27. "The
New York, Jan.
late
is said, because he had disclosed
secrets of rebating by the railroads Edward. H. Harriman had notJhing to
while at the head of the AtchiBon, do with the financial reorganization
Topeka and Santa Fe system.
of the Union Pacific in 1897. If
Mr. Morton, it will be recalled,
had lived the world would
made a clean breast of the whole
the
have
had a railroad around
affair at a cabinet meeting in Washworld.
If
the
United
States
governington, and justified himself on the
ment had not taken up the task of
ground that be was compelled to
the Panama canal, Har
constructing
commit the offense or see all the
would have built it himself."
riman
business of his road go to its rival.,
eeorerte the
latter
Thesethree
who were greater offenders In that
two showing the extent to which the
he.
than
respect
ambitions
late railroad magnate's
Again, Mr. Morton was a Roosoveit
were leading him at the time of his
man, having been made secretary t.f
by Otto H
the navy by Roosevelt. Then too he death were revealed
of Kuhn Loeb & company, who
"was a Ryan man, having bean ap- Kuhn,
was closely associated with Harriman
pointed head of the Equitable when
more than ten years, in a mefor
the traction magnate persuaded J as.
Hazen Hyde to part with his hold- morial address at the Finance Forum
here.
ings in the society.
Mr. Kahn related many incidents
Mr. Morgan has no great love for
which
in the career of Harriman
as
and
his
Roosevelt
for
and
Ryan
on
tarew
the
intimate
personal
light
friends he likes them about as much
character of the late railroad magas a bear likes a stinging bee.
On the other hand, he has always nate. His statements that Harriman
had a high regard for Mr. Cortelyou planned a railroad around the world
from the time the latter was secre- and to build the Panama canal if the
reThis government did not were made in
McKlnley.
tary to President
audian
from
a
to
sponse
question
liking was increased at the time of
the bank panic in 1907 when Mr. tor.
In reply to another question, he
then secretary of the
Cortelyou,
said:
New
York at the
treasury, came to
"Mr. Harriman did not, however,
request of Mr. Morgan and with the
controlling the entira
contemplate
aid of public funds assisted him marailroad system of the United States
conin
restoring
publio
terially
and he was of the opinion that a
fidence.
of railroad power had
concentration
After Mr. Morgan's steel trust had
obtained control of its big rival, the gone about as far as It would go."
of
Concerning the reorganization
Tennessee Coal & Iron company, as
said:
Kahn
Mr.
Union
Pacific,
the
Mr.
outcome
Mor
the
of that panic
"Contrary to the general impres
gan virtually threw millions of dol
sion.
Harriman had nothing to do
lars on the floor of the New York
financial reorganization of
with
the
to
lend
Stock
Exchange offering
In
Pacific consummated
Union
the
money to brokers at a moderate
of
1897.
after
That
measure,
years
scarce
could
of
rate
Interest when it
which
the
sys
ly be obtained at any price. This receivership during
show of the ready coin had immedi tem had become dismembered through
ate effect and the panic was all the secession of its most important
branches, feeders and outlets until
over.
was left of the Union Pacific
nothing
to
Wash
Mr. Cortelyou returned
but the bare trunk stem, was
ingtton and later, after his term had system,
a committee
expired, he was made president of finally accomplished by
of Louis Fitzgerald, Jajob
consisting
a
Gas
Consolidated
company,
the
Standard Oil affair, but with the con H. Schiff, T. Jefferson Coolidge, Jr.,
M. Depew, Marvin HugMtt
trolling interests of which Mr. Mor Ohauncey
and
Oliver
Ames, under the financial
on
had
become
friendly
very
gan
of, Kuhn, Loeb and commanagement
terms.
pany.
Collector
to
Rumors
the effect that
"After the property had been acWilliam Loeb, Jr., had been selected
quired
by the reorganization commit
to succeed Mr. Morton were met with
foreclosure sale, Harriman was
tee
at
Loeb.
Mr.
denial
smiling
by
"I know nothing of such a report,-- ' elected a member of the tlrst board
of directors In Decern jfti- 1897. in
he said.
which
Neither did the collector know any compliance with a promise
in
Sun
ro
had
made
H.
Schiff
Jacob
thing of other reports that he would
course
the
of
pro
the
reorganization
cam
next
Taft's
President
manage
paign for the presidency or that he ceedings."
would succeed Mr. Norton as private
A sprained ankle will usually dis
secretary to Mr. Taft.
able the injured person for three or
four weeks. This is due to lack or
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
proper treatment. When Chamber
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to lain's Liniment is applied a cure may
be effected in three or four days. This
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- - liniment
is one of the best and most
14
6
in
to
ins or Protruding Piles
remarkable preparations In use. Sold
by all druggists.
days qr money refunded. 50c.
New

CORTELYOU

MORE PAPERS IN

IN VIEW

NEAR FUTURE

-

LIMIT

TO

MONEY NEED-

FOR STIMULATION

A new light on the railway regula
tion by the New York Times Is print
ed herewith:
Although there was little novelty
in the railways' presentation of their
case for tho advance of their rates
there was much that was novels in
In Chi
tjhe shippers' contentions.
one
was
testified
railway
by
cago it
that $40,000,000 of earnings had oeeii
put back into the property. In this
city it was testified that some $35.
000,000 of earnings had been expend
ed upon the new Pennsylvania term
lnak This was in accord wlfh the
formerly approved rule of practice
by the best roads "a dollar for
The wonderful story told by thousands upon
of men and women
dividends and a dollar for Better
In
tonic stimu-lan- t,
all
life
of
walks
of
use
who have been benefited by
ments." It was the principle of
old men
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, is most Interesting and
putting the earnings back into the
whom
the
down
you
story show by their vigor and pleased expression
property which has kept
reading
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, IM. Y.
capitalization of American railways,
greatgood It has done
at the same time that their rate
have not given rise with other prices
for services and goods.
On this formerly approved princi SEEK WHEREABOUTS
ple the shippers' counsel joined ;
OF
WE1LLER
sue, taking their cue, it must be
admitted, from certain rulings of the
commerce commission.
interstate
SALESMAN
NEVER
These
improvements made "from TRAVELING
HEARD
DISAPFROM
SINCE
as
were
grievan
regarded
earnings
At New York Prices
ces, and in themselves as proof of
PEARANCE LAST SUMMER
as
was
a right
asserted
extortion. It
that the roads should reduce their
Where la Ben Welller? That is
These goods are of the famous RICHARD
rates by whatever sums of earnings a question anxious
relatives and
HUDNUT make and attain the highest degree of
they bave been accustomed to de- friends would like to solve but have
vote to Improvements. Even the mis been unable rto do, though, they
perfection. Absolutely nothing of a harmful or
fortunes of the railways were im have devoted their efforts to the
injurious nature enters into their composition.
puted to them for a fault. For ex- task for several months. Welller was
We carry a full and complete line of the HUDNUT
salesman
for Jones
ample, it was alleged that because a traveling
sums
one road had lost large
'iy Brothers of Denver.
goods which can be had at the regular New York
He made his
had
and
prospered
frauds,
equipment
prices. The line includes Cold Creams, Almond
headquarters in Albuquerque. Welller
nevertheless, therefore it had over has visited here often and married
Meal, Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Face Powders,
charged by the amount It had 'ost a Las Vegas girl, a Miss Bell.
Talcum'Powders,
Sachets, Ttoth Powders, Hair
by embezzlement, and should be he J
The story of his disappearance is
If
Nail
j
Lustres and Polishes and all
Tonics,
Soaps,
of
amount
to reduce its rates by the
mysterious one. While in Salt
the necessary accessories to a ladies' toilet
its losses. The broad position of those Lake several months ago, Welller was
assuming to act for the general pub called to the bedside of a friend,
lic is that the railways should be Ike Hauser, who traveled for a Cinmore than cinnati house. Hauser was seriously
allowed to charge
would just prevent their setting up ill and died in a Bhort time. Welller,
defense of confiscation. And, in being a friend of Hauser and his
estimating their permissible income family, agreed to take the body back
these to Cincinnati, which he
the railways are held
by
did, arriving
spokesmen to be entitled; to no more in that city safely and turning the
ESTABLISHED
than a reasonable income upon the mortal remains of his friend over to
amount of their own funds which relatives. Then Welller disappeared.
they have devoted to the public He has not been heard from since,
use.
according to friends.
These gentlemen seem In some
Weiller had a good position with
danger of wining a battle and los Jones Brothers.
His accounts with
ing a campaign. It is conceivable that firm were entirely correct His
that they may prevent an advance domestic relations were happy so
WHOLESALE DEALERS- in rates, and come to regret the far as anybody knows. Why he should
railthe
in
of
lack
consequent
vitality
disappear unless the victim of foul
ways. Amtertcan railways are far play it Is Impossible to state.
from having attained their growth.
J. E. Cuzzert, general sales manThey are in need not only of income ager for the Jones Brothers, who was
enough to sustain their life, but to here yesterday from Denver on a
TRADE
MARK
stimulate their growth. There is a business trip, says his firm has ascertain justice in having the funds sisted Weiller'a
relatives in the
necessary for their growth contribut- search for the missing man. Weiller
ed by those whose patronage of the was a valuable and trusted employe.
railroads Is a source of profit, rather
OHL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXIGO
than by the general public whose
gaim from the railways is less direct.
;SIX-COMP- LETE
If the railways are held to capitalize
DEPARTMENTS SIX
must
borrow
and
their betterments,
Groceries,
JHardwareJ
DryVGoods'
Implements, Stoves, Vehicles
INDICATE BAD BLOOD
the money, interest must be paid on
HAIL ORDERS
Where the blood is pure any wound
the money borrowed, and the rates
must be adequate to pay the; interest or laceration of the flesh heals "by
first intention." This is true because
and provide a sinking fund for the nature
has provided a constituent to
InAs
debt.
extinguishment of the
circulation known as Plasma,
the
LAS VEGAS,
SANTA ROSA
ALBUQUERQUE,
terest and sinking fund must come which joins and holds the place toto
seem
from earnings, it , would
gether until the fibres and tissues can
come to the same thing in the end. permanently knit and interweave.
Whatever the merit of this argu- Whenever the ulcer becomes chronic
is because this healing quality of
ment on either side. It is plain that a it blood
the
has been impaired by some
new light is thrown upon what is
in the circulation, and the
impurity
rates.
thought to be regulation of
place remains open infecting all surHeretofore It has been thought that rounding flesh, until the character of
No sore
wag the circulation is changed.
the function of government
rea- can heal where the blood is bad ; bemerely to assure that rates were
cause the morbid impurities on which
sonable and just, that is, neither ex- it thrives are
constantly deposited
totortionate nor discriminatory,
into it by the burdened circulation.
V.
or
ward either persons
places.
Cleanse the blood and the sore will
the position assumed on behalf of heal of its own accord, because then
the shippers is sustained there is no its very source and foundation will
S. S. S. cures
3 Star Hennessy
G. H. Mumnfs A Co.
detail of the management of the rail- have been destroyed.
Chronic Ulcers of every kind for the
Brandy
and
examination
too
trivial
Pommery
for
ways
one great reason that it thoroughly
17 Different Brands
GreatWeste
Peach Brandy
control. It is not enough for the purifies the blood. It goes into the
Sauterner8
that
claim
of
their
sustain
to
Bourbon
circulation and removes every particle
and
railways
Virginia Dare
Apple Brandy
cannot
of infectious or
Claret
they need more money. They
so
we
have
Rye,
Apricot Brandy
in
Deidesheimer
morbid matter,
justify on totals, tut must prove
5
Stars
Laubenheimer
enriches the coryour brand.
detail Just how much they want for
Niersteiner
asand
California
puscles,
want
Brandy
terminals, just how much they
Imperial Rine Wins
sists
nature
in
for wages, how much for interest, and
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
the formation of
so on indefinitely.
the
necessary
The railways plead that they canplasmic qualities
not do it, and that nobody could.
of this vital fluid.
However that may be, it is evident
No matter from
that the success of the contention what source the impurities of the
would establish a new definition of blood came, S. S. S. will remove them.
Book on Sores and Ulcers and any
O. T. FARLEY,
railway regulation, and one not in medical advice free to all who write.
accord with the present law.
THE BWITX BPECTTIO CO., Atlanta,
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ARTHUR

BRISBANE, HIS EDITORMAKES THE

-

cause we please the people; we study
their tastes and desires and give them
what they want."
These statements, in reference to
the Hearst newspapers, were made by
Arthur Brisbane, editor of the New
York Evening Journal, in an address
to the members of the Advertisers'
association at the Blackstone hotel.
Mr. Brisbane explained that he had
not come for the purpose of emphasiz
ing the merits of the standards of
journalism that he represented, but
having been asked to talk on adver
tising in its relation to newspaper cir
culation, incidentally referred to the
value of the Hearst papers as an advertising medium. This, he said, was
based on circulation, which was evidence of the value of the Hearst papers to the reader.
"The great problem today is that of
ditsribution," he began. "This, in the
case of water, is called irrigation. To
dispense knowleged of the ages, stor
ed up in books, is the distribution of
education. Your business is the distribution of products.
"Your business and ours are related.
Ours Is the distribution of knowledge.
Don't say that the knowledge distributed by the papers which some pec-p- ie
call "yellow" is not important. We
give it little by little. You know that
if you flood a field with water you
ruin it. So we give out knowledge in
proportion as it can b absorbed. We
know what the people want and that
is why our circulation goes up.
"Some papers boast of their 'class.'
When an editor talks about 'class' he
proves that he has not a high opinion
of your intelligence. The papers with
the big circulation reach all classes.
We cater to the wantB of all. And
the quality i3 given because Mr.
Hearst spends his money freely to
provide his readers with the highest
grade of material.
"No matter where we go, our pa
pers have the largest circulation in
five years. I was talking with Mr.
Hearst recently and he told me that
soon he will start four or five new
papera. We know we can produce results."
IN

BAD BOX

Ebensburg, Jan. 27- - When John
R. Edwards, who killed his wife in
Johnstown some months ago, was
arraigned in court he pleaded guilty
to a charge of murder without standing trial. Consequently when he is
brought up for sentence next Monday the court will be obliged under
the law to sentence him to the gallows. A strong effort will be made,
however, to have the state pardon
board commute the sentence to one
'
of life Imprisonment.

the

THE WORLDS BEST
TOILET PREPARATIONS

JEN

Chicago, Jan. 27. "We lead in Chi
cago. We lead in every city where
we publish newspapers. That is be-
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has
republican governor Tennessee
had In thirty years. Patterson had
withdrawn, and Senator R. L. Taylor
had been substituted as the candidate
of the regular democrats, but ven the
the popularity of "Fiddling Bob" wa
unable to withstand the Hooper-Le- a
campaign.
Mr. Lea will replace James B. Fra-ziewho was governor when he was
elected to succeed the late Senator
AND NEWS William
B. Bate In 1905.

TENNESSEEAN IS

FANCY SALARIES

THE YOUNGEST

THING OF THE

SENATOR

PASTNOW

Tv,xt

"i

LAWYER

PAPER OWNER, ONLY
TWO

YEARS

THIRTY--

OLD

KAISER 52 YEARS OLD
Berlin, Jan. 27. National celebra
tions upon an extensive scale today
d
marked the
birthday an
Te
niversary of Emperor William.
deums were chanted throughout the
empire In honor of the monarch, mili
tary reviews were held and many
conducted,
municipal celebrations
During the day the Emperor received
congratulatory messages from near
of Europe. This
ly all the rulers
evening the anniversary was made the
occasion for an unusually elaborate
revival
of Mozart's "Tha
Magic
Flute," at the Royal opera.

X'

.ayuie,

AN

EPIDEMIC OF REDUCTIONS
FINANCIAL WORLDS-SOM- E
OF LATEST CUTS

IN

who knew nothing whatever
about
the business. While he made an admirable executive, it is felt that con
ditions have changed sufficiently to
make it desirable to take a practical
Insurance man for the work.
Wil
liam A. Day. first
of the
society, still has the best chance of
winning the place.
The Equitable electB its presidents
by vote of the board of 52 directors.
These represent policyholders and
shareholders in equal proportion. But
in actual practice the choice of direc
tors rests with the shareholders, and
the board, is therefore, practlally un
der the guidance of the controlling in
terest. Few policyholders ever vote
in person or take the truoble to send
independent proxies.
It has been suggested that the
Equitable directors might decide to
let Day manage the society for several months as
before
appointing him to the presidency.
Such a course is easily feasible, since
the organization is running smoothly,
and there is no imperative need of
selecting a president with haste.

Tenn., Jan. 27. Luke
New York, Jan. 27. There appears
Lea, the newly elected senator from
to be an epidemic of lowering big
Tennessee, Is the youngest man elect
salaries in the industrial and financial
ed to lh United States senate in
world these days. The Steel tius
many years, as well as the possessor
showed
its symptoms lata week, and
of one of the shortest name that ever
now
comes
In
further evidence in the
figured
that body.
Mr. Lea, who was born thirty-tw- o
Riuitable Life ABsuracen society's in
tentlon to pay its president ?5,000, in
years ago, la the son of Overton Lea,
stead of ?S0,000.
who Uvea In retirement on a splendid
The death of Paul Morton, president
estate near Nashville and has valuable
of the Equitable, has furnished opporproperty lu and near Memphis, and
comes of one of the oldest and wealth
tunity for the reduction. It is '.esuiid that the trustees probably will In
iest fam'jies in Tennessee. Ho is a
on the lower when electing his
sist
prohibitionist, owner and publisher of
successor, on the theory that J50.000
the Naehvill Tennesseean and Ameri THE CLARK BOOM
PAID FOR
would be sufficient to command the
can, a graduate of the University of
services of the ablest man in the life
the South, popularly known as Sewa-ne13 BEING PUSHED insurance business. Those who took
NEW MEXICO CATTLE
and a member of the bar.
this view pointed to the fact that
With others, Mr. Lea soma years
ago established
the Tennesseean, WASHINNGTON POST SAYS THE Charles A. Peabody, president of the
Mutual Life Insurance company, was PUEBLO COMMISSION FIRM PUR
which later absorbed the American,
SPEAKER-ELECMUST BE
CHASES 1,200 HEAD FROM FOL-SOHe has been active in politics since
drawing only $50,000 a year.
RECKONED WITH
This followed the news that the
N- 1905, but never before was candidate
M., RANCHMAN
for office. In 1906 he made possible
salary of James A. Farrell, new presiJan. 27. The Wash dent of the United
States Steel corthe nomination of Malcolm R. Patter-eo- n Washington,
Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 27. A $40,000
Post prints this editorial:
ington
for governor. Governor John I.
poration, would be $50,000 a year, In livestock transaction was made in
The Champ Clark boom is no long
stead of $100,000, which had been paid Pueblo
Cox was a candidate for renomination.
er receptive, but active, and his
yesterday, when the Pueblo
to W. E. Corey, the retiring president.
The chairman of the democratic state
iJivesiocK & commission
friends are congratulating themselves Those who
company
know say that $50,000
convention became
confused. Lea
purchased 1,200 head of cattle for de
upon the fact that last week's demo hereafter will be the maximum
pay of
seized the gavel, brought order
livery at the Pueblo stock yards in
cratic caucus relieved him of the
out of turmoil and Patterson was
corporation officers in the United May. Six hundred head of
incident to the appoint Statea.
cattle
responsibility
nominated. Lea then became known ment
were purchased from Robinson Bros.,
of the house committee, a rock
When Morton assumed the presi on
as "the man who made Patterson." In
on which the James G. Blaine craft
Turkey creek, and an equal num.
of the Equitable in 1905, the
dency
the campaign he gave Patterson vig- was
ber will be brought here from ' Fol- in 1876. There is positive
split
orous and valuable support.
salary of the president was $100,000 a som, N. M. The cattle are consider-e- d
in the situation thus made
year. That amount had been paid for
In 1907 Governor Patterson sought advantage
to be an exceptionally fine lot
for the statesman from Pike, and if
years to James W. Alexander, and It and the
renomination. He favored a county
he shall succeed in beating Mr. Folk was
purchasers expect some livethat Morton would reunit plan. Lea opposed this. Drama
when the shipments are
at home there is nothing more sure ceive supposed
ly
bidding
the same amount. Because of
tically declaring that he considered than that Mr. Clark will have to be
brougiht here In the spring.
the public agitation respecting the
the plan unfair and undemocratic, Lea
recokned with in 1912.
cost of insurance management in
high
told Patterson that unless the plan
Best draught beer in the city, at
One of the speakers (Mr. Polk) be- the
United States and the unpleasant
was abandoned he would break with
the Lbby, of course.
came president, but not until he had disclosures
the
attending
Armstrong
twenty-fou- r
him. After
hesitating
been six years retired from the house. investigation in 1905, however, he
hours Ptterson sent word: "Tell Lea
was
five times speaker asked that his salary be cut 20 per
Clay
to crack his whip." Next morning Henry
and three times a candidate for presi- cent, in order that he might ask other
Lea's newspaper boldly denounced
to say nothing of the two times officers in the Equitable to accept
Patfarflsin anil Tifa nlnn nnH AHnniiRnd dent,
he sought the nomination in vain. similar reductions.
the candidacy of the late Senator Ed John Bell was
speaker of the Twenty-thirWith the possible exception of the
ward W. Carmaik. Patterson was reand in 1860 he receiv presidents of one or two bank's and
congress,
From the ed thirty-nin- e
nominated and
votes for president in trust companies, there la not a fin
time they differed Lea has been unreelectoral
college. BeBldes Mr. ancial institution in Wall street which
the,
lenting in Mb fight against Patterson Blaine, Speakers Samuel J. Ttandall, reimburses Its
president at a higher
and wUat bo termed Patteraonlsm. John G. Carl'sle and Thomas B. Reed
a year. One trust
than
$50,000
salary
ot
the
He made impossible
were all avowed candidates for presi- - company, in addition to paying a ?G0,- Patterson last fall.
dent, and all received votes in nomin 000 salary, gives the president a
Mr. Carmack was editor ot Mr. Lea's
ating conventions. In 1884 Mr, Blaine handsome bonus at the year-ennewspaper In 1908 when he was slain was actually nominated, but he had
There are other instances where speby the Coopers. The death of that left the speaker's chair nine years
cial remembrances of that sort have
brilliant man did much to bring about
years earlier.
been made by directors of institutions
state-wid- e
and
he
which
prohibition,
So it will be seen that It is not an after a remarkably prosperous year.
Lea favored, in 1909.
act of presumption for a speaker of But they are exceptional, and do not
In the campaign last fall Mr; Lea the house to offer himself a candidate
the general practice by any
had much to do with the nomination for chief magistrate of the republica. represent
means.
for governor. The lion in Mr. Clark's path, or, rath
of Ben W. "Hooper
There has been an extraordinary
Hooper, whose earliest memories are er, the gauntlet he must run, is the
in corporation management
change
of an orpnan asyium ana who aoes nui legislation of the
congress since the days of the insurance in1b
re
a
know who his parents were,
If the house should formulate and pass vestigation in 1905, when Richard A.
publican. He was the Joint candidate measures the country approves and McCurdy, testifying before the Armof the republican and the prohibition
demands, the speaker will be greatly
committee, told how 'he had
democrats and was elected as the first atrftnethened. On the other hand, if strong
been pleasantly surprised one day on
the house shall fail to meet public ex- hearing that the salaries committee of
pectation and thus forfeit public con the Mutual Life had, witthout any
fidence the Clark boom will fade and suggestion from him, raised his salary
vanish, for the speaker, whether he from $100,000 a year to $150,000. Mcappoints the committees or not, will Curdy admitted that he was pleased
be held responsible for all the sins at this action, but that he had receivof the house, both those of commis ed the information as a matter of
sion and those of omission.
course and only felt honored because
he would receive the highest salary
CHICAGO AUTO SHOW
paid to the president of any life inOhiicaeo. Jan. 27. Motoring cele surance company in the United State?.
brities from all parts of the contin
The salary of McCurdy probauiv
ent have arrived in Chicago as the will stand out for all time as the maxiadvance guard of the army of mak mum paid to any insurance presiers, factorv eroerts. and agents to dent in the world. Public sentiment
One-Fif- th
in the tenth annual Na certainly would not tolerate any such
E.
Pinkham's
Cured by Lydia
to
is
tional Automobile show, which
remuneration allowed to the president
Vegetable Compound.
be opened to the public tomorrow. of a life insurance company nowadays.
several When Peabody assumed charge as
Creston. Iowa." I was troubled for Today's arrivals Included
of motor
cycles, McCurdy's successor, his salary was
a long time with inflammation, pains manufacturers
111
my mue, oiua. tires, and accessories, in addition to fixed at $50,000, or
the
headaches and nervousness. I had ta the (heads of the big plants engaged amount paid to his predecessor.
ken so many medi In the production of pleasure veOutside of New York City a $50,000
cines that l was hicles and commercial cars.
salary, in the words of a Wall street
discouraged and The
the man discussing the subject, "looks as
plan of utilizing both
thought I would
never get well. A Coliseum and the near-b- y
Regiment big aB a house." With the possible
friend told me of
the
of
for
the
purposes
exception of one or two bank presiArmory
Lydia E. Pinkham's
has been followed this- year dent in Chicago, no bank officer In the
Vegetable Com
a
pound ana 11 re- as for several years past. The ar- west receives more than $35,000
stored me to health. rangements provide for a two weeks' year.
T have
no more
The display during the
Some of the large industrial corpopain, my nerves are stronger and I can exhibition.
do my own work. Lydia E. Pinkham's first week is to embrace pleasure rations do better than that as a result
accessories exclusively. of contracts holding over from the inVegetable (jompouuu cuieu. u Imki
rec- vehicles and
everything else had failed, and
week of the show dustrial consolidation craze of 1901.
second
the
ommend it to other suffering women.' During
Mrs. Wji. Seals 605 W. Howard St., the commercial cars will be given the Within the last five years, however.
,
there has been a decided readjust
Creston, Iowa.
preference.
Thousands of unsolicited and genument in salaries as a result of the
prove
ine testimonials like theE.above
TOURNEY"
NATIONAL SKI
general demand on the part of share
the efficiency of Lydia whichPiukham
made
and bondholders everywhere
is
holders
Jan.
Wis.,
Fall3,
Chippewa
Vegetable Compound, and herbs.
of the igreat Norwegian sport for more economical management,
exclusively from roots
disNo formal action has been taken by
"Women who suffer from those
throughout the
lose sight of from many points
not
should
ills
tressing
Falls
the
in
are
pre
Equitable directors yet on the
Northwest
Chippewa
of
or doubt the ability lydia
these
to
National
tlhe
question of the president's salary. But
pored to participate in
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
restore their health.
Ski tournament, which will open here the opinion favors a reduction, and It
write tomorrow and continue over Sunday. is said that without doubt the $50,000
If yon want special
at
Mrs.
Pinkham,
to
The number and prominence of th fltmre will be approved. As things
to re20
For years entrants assures the greatest tourna- stand, there Is no disposition
Morwhen
tried
in
off
experiment
the
peat
ment of its kind ever pulled
tKaslteenhelpi
a man
was
chosen
tnn
appointing
charge.
free
Americain this way,
fifty-secon-

nt

$40,000
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THE SANTA RITA

GROSS, HELL Y
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STORE CASE IS

SUSTAIN

REFUSES

JUDGMENT

OF

TO

DIS-

HOUSES

at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N; M., Logan, N. IL ,
Trinidad, Colorado.

TRICT COURT

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 27 The
New Mexico supreme court yesterday

disposed of the famous case of the
United States of America appellee
vs. Santa Rita Store company, and
the Santa Rita Mining
company,
which, came before it on appeal from
the United States court, third judic
ial district.
This is the noted case in which
Attorneys Harllee and Barnes and
the late W. B. Childers were for the
and ' Major W. H. H.
appellants,
Llewellyn, special assistant to the
attorney general of the United States,
was for the appellee.
The opinion is written by Associate Justice
Merritt C Mechem
and it is concurred in by Chief Justice Pope, Associate Justices McFie,
Ira A. Abbott and Edward
Judge Parker having tried
the case below did not take part in
the decision and neither did Judge
Roberts who was not a member of
the court When the case was submitted.
The appellants, the Santa Rita Mining company and the Santa Rita
Store company, were Jointly indicted
with one John Deegan. and one Wm.
Young, for a violation of Section 3,
Act of Congress, approved July 3,
1890, Chapter 647, 26 Stats, at large,
209, which is as follows:
"Sec. 3. (Trusts etc., in 'Territories or District of Columbia, Illegal.)
Persons combining uilty of mis de
meanor. Every contract, combination
in form of trust or otherwise, or con
spiracy in restraint of trade or com- -

CO.

WHOLESALE T.1ER IHMilh
amfOMtoftln
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS

REVERSED
SUPREME COURT

and

BAIN WAGONS, tho
RACINE-SATTLE-

Dost Farm Wagons madm
CO., Vehicles

Y

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:- -

lbs, or mora,
1,000 Ids, to 2,000
200 Ibi., to 1,000
50 Ibe., to 200
Lets than SO

2,000

each delivery, 20c per

100

lbs.

lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
lbs, each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
lbs, each delivery 40o per 100 lb.
lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 Ibe.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities ot which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

.

(Continued on Page Four)

If it may be termed a science

mast

include a means of presenting the

The
Science of
Selling

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

Winners Optic Classified Ads.

d

d.

DRrG

Sixty-secon-

Flon-da-

INFLAM-

M

Ladies' Union Suits,
no less than two suits
to any one customer,
off regular prices, not
raised for this sale.

y,

the
store that sells by the
yard, at 25 per cent off.
anything

d

D5.-ST0-

SELLS FOR LESS ALL THE TIME

Tomorrow and
(in

i- -3

MATION

AND PAIN

Off Curtain Materials
EMBROIDERIES and Laces
at
Off, come early for good selections. Tiuslin
Underskirts, the new kind, no strings, marked very low, to
introduce them we will give a special 10 Per Cent.

one-thir-

One-Thi- rd

d

win

Because you may not get Ten Per Cent on every article you
buy don't think you are not buying right. Our goods are marked
low and never high enough to give discounts every day in the year.

27.-Lo- vers

KttycoKenilaL

IJ;18"'

hesitate write at once.

-
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i
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tI4.S. VEGAS DAILY, OPTIC, FRIDAY, JANUARY
fer freeaing I "burnlng. Persons who
have heen nearty frozen'report that
E8TABLI3HED 1S7t
there is a stage of numbness and an
aesthesia which is not altogether un
PUBLISHED BT
pleasant. Dante equipped a section of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
his Inferno with a cold storage plant,
. (ihoobpobatid
which was thought to have had
M. M. PADGETT.
.Editor tine effect upon the mortified spirits
of the sinful.
Between these two enticing theories
we stand transfixed with hesitation,
doubt and an almost painful susEntered i t the Postoffica at East
pense. We wish we could yield our
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis absolute
In
acquiescence to either.
sion through the United 8tatet Malta fact, we are almost
to em
persuaded
aa aecond clan matter.
brace them both.
o
SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Daily Per Year, by Carrier
Dally Per Month, by Carrier...'
Oaily Par Week, by Carrier ..
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
Per Year, by Mall
Bix Montha

....7.50

PROBLEM OF, MODERN
NATIONS

.65

.18
There is no greater problem fac
t
ing oiyilteedp nations than protection
of its.Vrulera from the hands of as
.oo sassins.
'ot some reason, due main
Advertisers are guaranteed, the ly to the keener competition
and
largest daily and weekly circulation elimination of the unfit In the struggle
of any newspaper in northeastern New for
existence, nations as they mount
Mexico.
the steps of process have to guard
more zealously the lives of their
COLORADO TELEPHONE
rules. Civilization, it might be said.
Business Office
Main 2 breeds a species of people different
Editorial Rooms
Main 2 from the ordinary members of the
Main 2 race. Unable to keep up with the
Society Editor
march of events they become enem
ies of all mankind End seek to do the
FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1911.
most illogical of all things deBtroy
the heads of the nations.
That this problem becomes one of
The building of the Isthmian, canal the burdens of the nations as they
carries with it great responsibilities grow great and powerful can be seen
$nd Important questions. It is a in Japan. Twice within
the last
canal built on United States ground three months attempts have been
with United States money. Unless it made on the life or the mikado. As
la to be turned over to all nations the mikado is the religious as well
to use alike in times of piping peace as the temporal head of the flowery
aa In those ofblood- - red war, provision kingdom, the enormity of the crime
should certainly be made forts pro In the eyes of the Japanese may be
tection. It sounds very nice to talk seen. In striking at 'their ruler the
and write about the dove of peace, would-b- e
assassins were striking
international law and the' Hague Tri against their god. Twenty-fou- r
perbunal, but the time is a long way off sons were concerned In the last anwhen these things will successfully archistic plot and were given the
guarantee the neutrality and integ- death sentence, which may be taken
rity of such a strategically Important as a measure of the seriousness
pathway as the Panama canal will be severity of Japanese justice. WhMi
when it is completed. When fighting ever conclusion is accepted the fact
for its existence a nation will not, is clear that Japan, under modern
and should not, be bound by rules conditions of development is
and regulations the observance of
with a problem familiar
which would result In the loss of to all civilized countries and which
some great advantage. The pages of seems inseparable from national prohistory are full of examples which gress everywhere.
show that war knows no bounds.
The United States as it evolved
When the god of war becomes drunk from an isolated nation into one of
with blood he permits his minions to the nations of the world has sufferstop at nothing. Unless the govern- ed. Lives of three of Its presidents
pient of the United States, through have been the price of greatness,
the branches of congress, proposes beginning with President Lincoln,
to leave the Panama canal in such a and ending only recently with the
condition as that it can be captured Blaring of President McKinley- - Atby a pirate fleet, it will fortify its tempts on the lives of others have
termini and makes such fortifications been made, Europe, from the time it
practically Impregnable- - No expert emerged from barbarian darkness,
Is required to point the way in that has suffered from these malicious
direction: common-sens- e
is 'ample.
persons. The attempt on the life of
o
Premier Briand in the French House'
of Deputies only recently and the
SUN OK MOON?
assassination of King Carlos and the
crown prince of Portugal have swell
It fills us with unexpressible sorrow ed the list in recent
years.
to learn that two Washington minisSolution of ithe problem Is as be
ters have disagreed widely, If not radiwildering as the fact of its existence.
cally, upon the location of the place In
former
when crowns
times
of everlasting punishment. The Rev.
hands by the assassination
changed
Zed Copp has for years asserted, apof the ruling head to another branch
parently without fear of successful of the dynasty or an ambitious lord,
contradiction, that the souls of the lost there was some definite reason back
were burned forever in the sun. This of
the stroke at a reigning prince.
idea had so much to recommend it
Education is the obvious remedy
to
that it hade fair at one time be gen- since the
majority of the assassins
erally adopted, says the Washington
not all, are men of a low
though
Heraldorder of Intellect. The problem is
In the first place, it is beyond ques- one
Its
facing every great nation.
tion that something is always burning continuance
is a constant menace to
with
sun:
more
are
struck
We
In the
the stability of existing Institutions
this, however, in the summer time and will mean, should It show the
than at this season, but few people same rate of
progress as civilization
have been bold enough to dispute it
of the sovereign or
that
the
person
cenat any. time. Scientists have for
nation
will be more and
head
of
a,
turies been speculating as to the more removed
from
the sight and
cause of the sun's heat. Spontaneous
the great majority of the
of
touch
the
combustion, chemical ignition,
clash of hostile gases the consumption people.
o
of innumerable meteors have all been
Register-Tribun- e
is
Roswell
The
put forward to explain the remarkable ithe first
Mexico
New
in
newspaper
phenomenon of the sun's heat. Not to
spring a senatorial boomlet. It
one of these theories, however, has
the name of Nathan Jaffa, terscien-titiplaces
the grace or charm, the perfect
ritorial
secretary, at the head of its
Rev,
of
the
of
that
symmetry,
editorial columns, for United States
Zed Copp.
Mr. Jaffa Is a resident of
Now comes the Rev. W. W. Baker senator.
Pecos
the
Valley metropolis.
so
different
is
which
contention
a
with
o
from that of the Rev. Zed Copp and
Fe's "Harmony
Santa
the
When
illuminand
yet wltha' bo persuasive
be- Special" visits Las Vegas, the Comas
it
were,
we
that
pause
ating,
tween these two glittering hypotheses mercial club should provide for a
dazed, bewildered and flabbergasted. public reception that the officials of
ibusness men
Stripped of all poetry and romance, the road may meet the
A
and
citizens
hell.
is
moon
generally.
The
i3
this:
it
simply
souls emigrate thither at meeting of the right sort la the kind
or half-wathe termination bf their wicked mun- wanted no
dane careers. They wander through affair.
the bleak and barren lunar domains,
PASSENGERS ARE SAFE
having neither air nor warmth, seekSeattle, Wash., Jan. 27. A wireing comfort and finding none, keeping
constant company, as it were with less message from the purser of
their own misery while looking down the Steamship Cottage City, which
upW the earth, the hateful scene of went on the rocks near Cape Mudge,
B. C, yesterday afternoon, and was
their" former sin8.
; $
This is a melancholy picture for those abandoned, says:
"The pilot and three more are on
who are booked for the trip, and we
helieve the preachers are pretty well a raft." He sayB nothing about a
agreed that the number almost equals, boat i load of passengers not having
if it does not exceed, the census fig- landed, and it is believed all others
ures in certain localities. Still we of the ninety-si- x
persons who were
should think those parties, would pre- - on the steamervara

fortify; the canal

-

-

Sin-lade- n

half-hearte- d

y

safe?'

BOYCOTTJCASES

UP

SANTA RITA STORE CASE

(Continued From Page One)

(Continued from Page Three)

Samuel Gompers, president of Se merce in any
territory of the United
to States
ederatlon, is under sentence
is hereby declared ille
serve twelve months in Jail; John
gal,"
Mitchell, ,
of the Fed
The appellants
were convicted.
eration, to serve nine months, and Degan and Young were acquitted.
Frankr Morrison, its secretary, to The record shows that the appellants
serve --six months.
are New Jersey corporations. Deegan
Fighting for the American Federa was the general agent and Young an
tion or Labor and its officials are employ-?The indictment charged
Aftofi B- - Parker, former democratic
that the defendants conspired to
Jackson H. coerce and compel the employes,
presidential candidate;
Ralston, Frederick L. Siddons, Wm. lessees and tenants of the appellant
E. Richardson and John T. Walker to trade
exclusively with the Santa
Opposed to them as the representa
Rita Store company and as an overt
tives of the Bucks Stove & Range act further charged that on the 10th
company are Daniel Davenport and of
January, 1905, the defendants orJ. J. Darlington.
dered the employes, lessees and tenThe Bucks Stove & Range company ants of
appellants to quit trading
was selling
stoves
and ranges with G.
I Turner & Son of Santa
throughout the United States at the Rita, a firm competing with the
time the suit began. It was doing a Santa Rita Store
company with the
business of $1,250,000 a year. It com- threat that
any employe would be
plained that the American Federation discharged and any lessee would be
of Labor and its members were con
refused a renewal of their lease who
spiring to ruin its business by means failed to comply with said order.
of a boycott. The court was asked to
In his decision, Judge Mechem
grant an injunction against a continsays:
uation of the efforts and particularly
There was no evidence that any
to restrain the American Federation
officer or agent of either of appelof Labor from printing in its official
lants (other than Deegan) participatorgan, the American Federatlonist, ed in or had
knowledge of the acts
name
on
the
of the company as being
of which complaint is made. Un
the
The opdoubtedly a conspiracy might be
position of the Federation was alleg- formed
by two corporations acting
ed to be due to a strike of metal polagents, yet there must be
through
ishers in the shops of the company.
one agent or more than
more
than
The supreme court of the District
one
perison actually engaged in the
of Columbia Issued the injunctionIn this
The court of appeals of the District formation of the conspiracy.
formed
not
was
a
case
conspiracy
modified the decree in several ways,
a lack of persons. Deegan
the principal modification being bas because of
not conspire with himself;
could
on
the
that
the
ed
Injunction
holding
neither could two or more corpora?
against the publication of the comtions
conspire alone by means of
on
name
the
pany's
or
should be effective only Deegan. Had some other officer
of
particieither
corporation
agent
when the publication was "In further
ance of such a boycott." In so doing, pated in, or had knowledge of, the
might
it is contended that the lower court Bcheme, then a conspiracy
two
the
between
formed
have
been
made a distinction between a boycott
union
The
defendant
corporations.
of the company by the members of
more persons, the conscious
organized labor and a boycott of the of two or
members against the company's cus- participation in the scheme of two
tomers who refused to stop dealing or more minds, is indispensable to
canwith the company. It Is urged that an unlawful combination, and it
of
one
action
only the second kind of boycott was not be created by the
Union
Sanborn
man
alone.
Per
J.,
held Illegal.
UBoth sides appealed from this de Pacific Coal company, vs. - S. 173,
737.
cision.
The manufacturing company Fed.
"The trial court should have sus
believed that it did not go far enough,
and the defndants took the position tained the motion made by appellants
tor an Instructed verdict.
that it went too far.
"For the foreeolnir reasons the
The attorneys for the American
Federation of Labor contend that judgment of the lower court ia re
each one of the defendants had a versed and remanded,"
Case No. 1353. Gustave Leusch,
right to ref uSe to patronize , those
who dealt with the stove and range appellee, vs. Fred G. Nickel, et aJ.,
district
from
Apeal
company and therefore they could aDDellants.
combine In refusing. It is said that court of Bernalillo county. Affirmed,
what was lawful for one was lawful Opinion is by Associate Justice John
when done in combination. This po R. McFle, and the opinion is con
sition is attacked as being opposed curred in by all the judges except
to the liberty of one's goods and as Judge Abbott who tried the case and
The syllabus
being contrary to the decisions of all did not participate.
the states of the union. The lower aaya: ,
"Where in an action of attachment
court was divided on the point.
For the American Federation of the defendants enter into a bond to
Labor, it is argued, that to prohibit pay whatever judgment may be ren
dered In the cause the attachment
the publication of the
rontze-llst- "
would be an interference is thereby dissolved, as provided in
with constitutional
rights and the subsection 225, chapter 107, Lawe of
freedom of the press. On the other 1905, and all preliminary motions in
hand it is contended that even a con regard to the proceeding on the atstitutional right may be so used as tachment fall with the attachment.
is rendered
"2. Where judgment
to be made a part of a conspiracy
for the amount of the debt for failure
prohibited by law.
Still further, it is argued that busi- of the defendants to plead the judg
ness is not property nor a property ment goes aaginst the defendants in
right, but rather a mere abstraction the bond and the sureties who sign
incapable of judicial protection. This ed the bond with them under subsec
tion 226, chapter 107, Laws of 1907,
proposition, Is opposed also.
No. 1320.
Before the Injunction of the originTerritory of New Mex
al court had been passed on by the ico appellee, vs. Jack Donahue, alias
higher court, the Bucks Stove & John Donahue, appellant, appeal from
company complained that district court of Bernalillo county,
Range
Reversed and the case remanded for
President
Gompers,
Mitchell and Secretary Morrison had a new trial. The opinion is by Judge
violated its provisions by comment- M. C. Mechem and is concurred in
ing publicly on the effect of the in- by all the judges except Judge Abjunction. They were brought into bott, who tried the case and Judge
court and held to be in contempt Parker, who was not a member of
Now it is argued in their behalf the court when the case was argued,
that the lower court had not Issued and therefore he did not take part
a valid injunction and that they could in the decision.
not be punished therefore, for disCase No. 1331. Carrie ,M. Childers
obeying it It. That it was a proper vs., Frank Hubbell. Motion to offset
injunction is shown, It Is argued by granted. The case Is from Bernalillo
the fact that the higher court modi-fle- d county and arose out of claims for
it.
legal services by the late Attorney
W. B. Childers against Frank A Hub-bel- l.
nt

,

i

.

-
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27,

posed on Pierce, wnWas'convicted
of rape. Pierce was superintendent
of the Blind Asylum at Alamogordo.
He was sentenced to the penitentiary.
The syllabus aaya in part:
"It is not error to use a requested
instruction, even if correct in law,
if the Instructions given by the court
on its own motion, fully cover the
law of the case.
j
"Evidence of the reputation of la
defendant for truth and veracity Sis
not admlssable (prior to any attack
upon such reputation) except where
such reputation or trait of character
has reference to the nature of the
charge against him.

was a passenger on the
Morgan
White Star liner Celtic leaving for
Europe yesterday. He was accompanied only by a man servant. Mr. Morgan said he would visit Egypt. He
took aboard the Celtic a crate of live
chickens and two orates of fresh food
products from his
Highland Falls
farm. He also took enough bottled
water to last throughout the Journey,
Specially prepared food products will
be ready for him when he arrives
in Italy and he has ordered fresh
fruits and fresh eggs from the Azo
res. It is said that he has been suf
fering from stomach trouble.

'

Ye

FORGOT A HOME BILL
Washington, Jan. 27. The next time

Representative Massey of Tennessee
is tempted to leap into the breach to
save his country's money he will find
out whether any of that imperiled
money is headed for the pockets of his
constituents. When the house claims
committee considered
the Omnibus
Claims bill. Representative Massey, a
new republican member, made an im
passioned speech against it.
Today
he heard from his district, which
stands to lose half a million dollars
from the death of the bill. He has
been scurrying over Washington for
the signatures of committee members
for a reconsideration.

AT

TAUPERT'S

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
- flONEY AND STOCKS

ern

REPORTS

$3. 25 4. 75; native cows
heifers, $3.256.25; stockers
8
2
per cent Prime mercantile and feeders, $4.506; bulls, $45.25;
2
paper
per cent ' Mexican dol- calves, $4.758.50; western steers,
63
lars 45. Amalgamated,
$56; western cows, $3.255.
Sugar 114 bid. Atchison ,,106
Hogs 3,500. Market 5 cents higi-er- .
Great Northern, pfd. 126
New
Bulk, $7.607.70; heavy, $7.60
York Central 111
Northern Pa- 7.70; packers and butchers, $7.65
cific 119
Southern Pacific 119
7.75; light, $7.657.75.
Sheepi-1,00-0.
Union Pacific 176
Market steady. Mut
Reading 157
Steel, 78
pfd. 119
tons, $44.50; lambs, $5.506; fed
wethers and yearlings, $4. 25 5.50;
fed western ewes, $4 4. 30.
nETAL
New York, Jan. 27. Lead. Market
dufll, $4.404.50; standard
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
opper,
market
weak. Spot and t March,
Chicago, Jan. 27. Cattle, 2,000.
Market steady.
Beeves, $4.757;
$11.7512.00. Silver 52
Texas steers, $4.155.30; western
steers, $4. 50 5. 70; stockers and
wool
St Louis, Jan. 27. Wool Market feeders, $3.705.70; cows andheif-ers- ,
25.
$2. 50 6;. calves, $7.
unchanged. Territory and western
to 5
4,000.
Market
Hogs
strong
mediums, 2123; fine 'mediums, 17$
cents higher. Light,. . $7.657.90;
19; fine 1213.
mixed, $7.657.90; heavy, $7.60
7.85; rough, $7.607.70; good' to
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
choice,
pigs,
heavy, $7. 70 7. 85;
27Jan.
Chicago,
May,
Wfyeat,
96
Corn, May $7.508.05; bulls, $7.707.80.
July 3
Sheep 7,000.. Market strong. NaOats, May
50718; .July 50
tive,
34
$2.504.40; western, $2.70
34
$18.22
July
Pork, May
July $17.75. Lard, May $9.75; 4.35; yearnings, $4.50S.60; lambs,
Ribs, May $9.7577 and natives, $4.256.15; western,
July $9.67
New York, Jan. 27.

Call money,

cows,

and

2

1-- 2

44
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3--
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3--

3--

3--

5--

1--
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7--

25.

-

1--
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If you are suffering from bilious
July $91.62
ness, constipation, indigestion, chronic headache, invest one cent In a posKANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
tal card, send to Chamberlain Medi
cine Co., Des Moines, Iowa, with your
Kansas City, Mo., Jan.
name and address plainly on the back. 1,000, including 200 southerns. Marand they will forward you a free sam ket
Native steers, $4.65
steady.
ple of Chamberlain s Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Sold by all druggists. 6.75; southern steers, $56; south

$4.506.15.

The peculiar properties of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have been
thoroughly tested during epidemics
of influ nza, and when it waa taken
in time we have not heard of a single case of penumonia. Sold by al.
druggists.

TOMORROW, JANUARY 28

tie Las t Day
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Shirt

at Bacharach's

2

One Lot of

Shirts Worth

Opportunity

$1.25
To secure the following fine

shirts at exceptional prices.
Isn't it worth something to
have a shirt that does not
fade and as a result looks the
same as long as there is a
thread of it.
$1.75 Manhattan
Shirts . . .
$2.00 Manhattan
Shirts . . .

r
SI

J

i:

('.;

il

Ql IK

I

$3.50 Manhattan
Shirts . . .

(Q

Outfitters

65c
75c
$1.00

CO

.59c Each

jlt.lJU

tgl

"THE

$I.OO Each
Shirts Worth

J".!)!)

CO ID

$1.75
$2.00

One Lot of

ipl.lo
(1 00

$3.00 Manhattan
Shirts . . .

$1.50

til

jh

D cn
$2.50 and $223
Manhattan Shirts $1U?J

-

-

10
prices the lowest possible for cash
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.

."

Vice-Preside- nt

Case No. 135C. First National Bank
of Albuquerque, appellee, vs. H. J.
Haverkampf, J. M- Miller, trustee in
bankruptcy, appellant, on appeal from
district court, Bernalillo county. Ar
gued and submitted.
Case No. 1315. Territory of New
Mexico vs. Robert H. Plerce, appellant; appeal from the district court
of Bernalillo county. Affirmed. The
is
opinion
by Associate Justice
Wright and is concurred in by Chief
Justice Pope, Associate Justices McFle, Parker and Mechem. Judge Abbott, having tried thercase, did not
participate, and Judge Roberts, not
having been a member of the court
at the time of the submission of this
case, did not participate- The appeal
was from a 'penitentiary sentence im

Ha been in force for oyer two years and
has ffivn - universal satisfaction Our

MORGAN TO VISIT EGYPT
New York, Jan. 27. J. Pierpont

"We-don't-p-

OVER 300 TREE ORDERS
Citizens of Las Vegas are showing
their appreciation of the council's determination to purchase a carload of
trees for early spring planting. Since
it was announced last, night that
orders could be placed with the coun"
cilmenbr" city' clerk in order that
persons desiring trees could obtain
the varietities they wished to set
out, orders, aggregating over 300
trees have come dn. The council
is commended by the citizens in general for making it possible for them
to obtain trees at actual cost The
order for the car will be made tip
soon. Those who wish trees should
Inform the city clerk or councilmen
the variety and number they desire.
the car nrought
It is planned; to i-:i
here early next montih.bKf ':"

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM

STORE OF QUALITY"

'Zu.
.

Hotel
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LAS VEGAS DAILV'OPTIC,

THE APPROACH

r

i5
For Cash

off

PERSONALS

0R1NTER1:'
Mrs.

Schmidt has returned
ram a visit to, Colorado.
Attorney ? B7 iSavls, Jr.. wont this
afternoon tt8ant Fe on a busin

Cold mornings and nights
means colds, and colds mean
that "disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

triD.

A. E.

A.D.S.
and GRIPPE

REMEDY

ON ANY,RUO.

T

ALL WEEK

is a panacea. No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

ttt nri

o

t

flrn

oiVirtTt

tsHair

whlli

WINTERS DRUG CO.

on his way borne from the east. He
arnvea. tnis-- morning on tne Laiuor-ni"
Limited.
Dr. M. P. DesMarals went today to
KSi If rT
rirfiAtt
t HA
who rrt ha will
was
wounds of Pedro Casaus, who

Phone Main 3

last Saturday evening. Casaus is said
to he m: a crltiical condition.

ARRESTED ON THE

JANUARY

AND SINK RIVAL

CRAFT
ORIENTALS GO DOWN TO DEFEAT
BEFORE ONSLAUGHTS OF

IN THE STORE FOR

COMMENCING

ai, 19"

nt the armory the
REMEMBER:
Pirates captured and sunk the craftomumuumanned by the Orientals,
Axminster
191 9fl For tne t26-5of the Orientals ana nw
er
t.rnzen
QLl.LU
Rug8 iize 9xi2 feet
men put up a game fight but superior thebucno rn For the 29.60 Smith
mnrkPHmanshiDonthepartof
iesi Axminster 9x12 Rugs. caneera at long range and their ability
won me ua.
nn nn For the $35.00 Superior to fight
for them. The Pirates succeeded in
pO.UU 9xi2 Axminstes Rugs.
9 hrnndsides in the urien-vtd
tf.ni nn For the $42.50 Smith lauuiug
tals' ship while the gunners of the
Ji)4.UU io.6xl3.6 Axminster Rugs.
to strike vital spots
Id . .1 .
n rn For the $19.50 Smith 12x15 in the rakish cratt manneu uy ll. ..1.
ijkft.UU Axminster Rugs
,
adversaries only 19 timesi.
intrepid
to
the
due
woa
lareelv
it
marked
in
And all other Rugs as
h Aarinno of the freebooter
uuui aDv
plain ngures less one-nuJonathan Webb of
Admiral
off for cash.
i l.
n, ni7i..n'a navv. that ne anu m
Orienthe
to
capture
Remember, 10 per cent, off for cash men were able
..
ik.
tals' prize packet. WeDD manneu iue
on everything tnis monui
central guna and shot wun uneirm6
specials.
except
-- i
niHthiratv. Koogler. whose
axuit av.ww
nfnd a thrill of horror
"
uaiuv i.ova
of tne mercnani
hearts
through the
Yates, another
Deadshot
and
marine,
vicious ruffian of the seas, naniueu
Opposite Y. M. c. a.
forward. Terrible
the
Krause
TiMiHr nnd Killer
mi
1 liuiuao
Pirates.
the
for
manned the guard
of the
They resisted al attempts
MAY TELEPHONE
Orientals to board the Pirates' craft.
Commander Lorenzen of the Orienof the merchant service,
thoug-tals,
YOUR TELEGRAMS
.the
ability and precision
fouifht with
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on the quarter deck
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mate,
first
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ana tne UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is
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CHARGE OF PERJURY

UNDERWOOD

SWORN ENEMY
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J NCORPOR ATE every desired feature of all other
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feature with feature, working part with working
part, with the j
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Shimmer, who is spending
winter on 'the Valmora ranch,
in town today.
P. B. .White of m Paso, who rep
resents the Underwood Typewriter
company, is 'here on a business visit.
Louis Ilfeld of Albuquerque stopped

!

COLD

Mollie

PIRATES CAPTURE

1

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

INTO
GETS
J. FREDERICKS
TROUBLE AS RESULT OF

nr

beef"

nn 11 warrant, rharerlne him with
perjury G. J. Fedencka was arrested
todav bv Constable Ben Coles and
arraigned before Justice D. R. Murray.
rtTI
Tl
fnm
I .1
QUA.
lie cuigau iui a ivui . .... uuw
AllUl
ceeded in having the case continued
until February 1. Fredericks' accuser
is Dr.' W. T. Brown, superintendent
of the Valmora Industrial sanatorium
near Watrous. Some time ago Fredericks brought suit against Brown in
the justice of the peace court for collection of payment for a sheep which
he had sold him. He received judgment.
It Is said that Brown and Fredericks had a misunderstanding over
the sale of the sheep. Brown claimed
it was sold to the Valmora Ranch
company while Fredericks maintained
he had never heard of that corporation and the bill was owed by Brown
personally. Swearing falsely in the
tria.1 before the justice that he did
not know of the existence of the
and bad
. .- I
lfn1mr.rn
U.1.1U. Ill TOonth.. pnmTlflllT
.inaMtvwi hn war aollino the sheep
tn Rrown is the offense with which
Fredericks Is accused.
It Is assertedttat Brown wrote
letters concerning the transaction to
Fredericks using stationery with tlhe
Ranch company's name
Valmora
ir.ti unon It. It is asserted fur
ther that one of thwe letters has
been found In Frederick's possess.
The value of the sheep was um,
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"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy''
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According to announcement made
today by the Colorado Telephone
company elswhere in The Optic, in
the form of a display advertisement,
February 1 will witness the inaugurae
tion of a combination telegraph-telephonservice.
Use of the telephone to receive and
deliver telegrams will begin on that
date and as a consequence there will
be less for the messenger boys to do.
Tbe local telephone exchange will
receive telegrams at diotation from
anv ubsoriber, private or at hotel,
... . 4 atn.tion. who calls
UUWHV
- to central. A recorams
tetegrammesa- operator will take down the
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SANDWICH

RECIPES

Chicken, Japanese and Ribbon
rieties That Are Really Good
Enough to Eat.

Va-

Chicken. Chop the white meat of
chicken very fine, then pound to
smooth pulp In a mortar. Season to
taste with salt, pepper, olive oil, and
a little lemon Juice and spread upon
thin slices of lightly buttered bread
cut In fancy shapes. The covers to
these slices are spread with butter,
Into which are pressed almonds or
English walnuts sliced or chopped
very fine. Put together and press.

COLUMN

Japanese Sandwich. This is made
r
of ary kind of
fish, baked or
boiled. Pick out every bit of skin and
rbone and flake in small pieces. Put
into a saucepan with a little milk or
cream to moisten, add a little butter
and dusting of pepper. Work to a
paste while It is heating, then cool
and spread on thin slices of buttered
bread.
left-ove-

Optic'i Number, Main

2.

ATE3 FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
Cttlmatc six ordinary word to a line.
N ad to occupy lea space than two
line. All advertisement charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of word. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Male and Female
Help Wanted
RANTED Girl for housework.
Eighth street.

1102

To

rent

four-roo-

aJfAllAROUND

tjflfOUSE

Wanted
WANTED

Ribbon. These are made in different ways, carrying both bread and
For infilling according to fancy.
stance, take six thin slices of bread
buttered on both sides. Spread layers of deviled ham or chicken between, then press the entire sandwich.
Slice crosswise, making thin,
ribbonlike sandwiches; or use alternately slices wafer thin of white and
brown bread, with a filling of cream
cheese and chopped nuts or olives.

furnish-

A
ed house. Must be reasonable. W., cheeseplateful of grated Parmesan
is served in many households
Optic.
with macaroni or spaghetti instead of
cooking the cheese with it
WANTED Every lady and gentleIf you haven't a shoehorn drop your
handkerchief into your shoe before inman In Las Vegas to try box ball.
serting the foot, then pull tight and it
will slip on easily.
Medicine stains on silver spoons
may be removed by a rubbing with a
FOR SALE A fine Jersey cow with rag dipped in sulphuric acid and then
cal: ten days old. Harry Maurice, washing it off with soapsuds.
When the color of a dress has faded,
Sapcllo, N. M.
owing to stains from lemon or other
acid fruit Juice, a good idea is to
FOR SALE Three high grade Jer- touch the
spot with liquid ammonia,
sey bulls from 8 to 12 months old, which usually will restore the color.
at from $16 to $25 per head.' Harry
Raw potato grated and applied to a
burn will give almost InBtant relief.
Maurice, Sapello, N. M.
Another good remedy is butter and
FOR SALE Furniture for four room then baking soda.
It Is said that if a little oil of pephouse, almost new. Address X., permint is dropped into mice holes it
Optic.
will keep them away, as the odor is
obnoxious to them.
The most hygienic duster is a damp
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary Beals and rec fabric that Is soft and free from lint.
Cheesecloth and chamois dampened
ords at The Optlo office.
are both good tor different purposes.

For Sale

For Rent

Cheese Toast.

Cut from a stale loaf of bread

'six

f
inch thick. Beat
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for slices about
one egg into a cupful of sweet milk
light housekeeping. S23 Galllnas.
f
and add
pound of good cheese
and a tablespoonful of butter. Put this
FOR RENT Furnished room, 1213 mixture in a clean
saucepan, set in a
Sixth street.
pan of boiling water, and stir until
quite smooth. Place the toast on a
FOR
RENT Four room, modern hot platter and cover with the dress
bouse. Inquire 916 Jackson avenue. ing, to which should be added a pinch
of cayenne. For a change this dish
may be placed in the oven until a
FOR RENT Carriage and automobile rich
brown.
This is excellent for
paint shop; beet location, low rent. luncheon or for a dinner course.
Splendid opportunity for one intend
lng to change climate for health
Beef Cake.
reasons. Inquire A. H. Lorenzen.
The remains of cold roast beef to
each
of cold meat allow a quarFOR RENT The box baU alleys for ter ofpound
a pound of bacon or ham seabowling parties.
soning to taste of pepper and salt, one
small bunch of minced savory herbs,
FOR RENT Five room modern un- one or two eggB. Mince the beef very
furnished house, newly papered finely, add to it the bacon, which must
throughout. On hill, halt block from be chopped very small, and mix to
Season it, stir in the eggs
car line. Apply 905, Seventh, street, gether.
two if one is not sufficient and make
Co.
or Western Union Telegraph
it Into square cakes about half an inch
thick; fry them in hot dripping and
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs. serve in a dish with gravy poured
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue. round.
one-hal-

one-hal-

Lost

It

Cleaning Precaution,

you do not want to make rings

on material cleaned with gasoline,
Class pin, marked V. H. S. '11. naphtha, or other cleansing fluids,
put
Return to 1103 Seventh and receive blotting paper underneath or hold the
fabric rather tightly over a thick
reward.
Turkish towel or folded pads of
cheesecloth or other soft material. If
Look for the Bee Hive
On the package when you buy Fol this is neglected' the dirty fluid that
ey's Honey and Tar for coughs and soaks into the material falls to be abcolds. None genuine without the sorbed and spreads badly.
Bee
Hive. Remember the name,
Foley's Honey and Tar and reject any
Orange Pudding.
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Peel and slice a half dozen oranges,
Cross Drug Co.
over which sift one cup of sugar. Boil
one pint of 'milk and thicken with one
acute
or
chronlo
For either
kidney
disorders, for annoying and painful tablespoonful of dissolved cornstaaoh.
urinary irregularities take Foley Kid Add the beaten yolks of three eggs
ney Pills. An bonest and effective Just before removing from the stove.
medicine for kidney and bladder dis Pour this mixture over the oranges.
orders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Beat the whites of the eggs with a litCross Drug Co.
tle sugar, for a meringue, and brown
delicately.
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Substitute for Turkey.
Get a small fresh ham, have the
market man trim off the skin, most
of the fat and take out the bone.
Make a dressing Just as you would
for turkey, and put in where bone
was taken out. Roast as you would
turkey.
Pickled Button Onions.
Choose the small white onions,
pour boiling brine over them, two
mornings in succession, then drain.
PJace in Jars, and cover with cold

BOTH HAD THEIR GRIEVANCES

TEMPTATION

WAS TOO GREAT

Tenants of Building Meet and Attempt Afghan Horse Thief Gave Owner
to Settle the Noise
"ffeal" Exhibition of How AniQuetion.
mal Was 6tolen.
"Say, look here, I don't like to kick,
but really I have stood it Just as long
as I can. Every night somebody in
your house keeps the pianola going or
else starts the phonograph, and I find
it Impossible to get the sleep I need.
Understand, I like you and your family
as neighbors all right, generally speaking, and I'm sure you don't Intend to
make it disagreeable. It's Just a case
of not thinking of the rights and the
comfort of others. That's the great
trouble with most of us. We forget
when we are enjoying ourselves, that
we may be making it mighty unpleasant for others."
"You're right, old man, and I dont
blame you a bit for complaining. By
the way, there is a little matter I have
wanted to speak to you about for
some time, but I've felt some delicacy
in approaching the subject. Why is
it that you let your roosters begin
crowing along about daylight? They
make it almost impossible for us to
get the sleep we need, and why do you
mow your lawn on Sunday mornings?
Please understand that I don't deny
you the right to spend your Sundays
in any way you see fit, as long as you
don't interfere with the rights and
comforts or others, but this thing of
starting in to rattle a lawn mower at
5 o'clock every
Sunday morning the
one morning in the week when the
majority of people would like to sleep
'ate doesn't seeem to me to indicate
that you have much regard for your
neighbors. Now, I'll tell you what 111
do I'll compromise with you."
"What's your proposition?"
"Ill see that our music is stopped
every night at 10 o'clock if you will
keep your roosters and the lawn mower quiet until 7 in the mornings."
"O pshaw! There's no use talking
to you. I had an idea you could listen to reason, but I see I was mistaken. Morning."
"Morning." Chicago Record-Herald- .

An Indian officer relates some good
stories of Peshawur, which in the
early "seventies," before British political Influence had asserted itself beyond the lonely little forts of "Jam-rud- "
and "Shahkadar," was a somewhat disturbed locality, in spite of
the strength of its garrison.
It was at Peshawur (he says) that
the medical officer of my regiment
was informed one night that a valuable and favorite Arab of his ha'd
been stolen! Over the border, gone
for ever he never expected to see
his horse again, but next day, much to
his surprise, there came to him a
d
bearded ruffian, riding
the
stolen steed.
He confessed that he had taken the
animal, but, learning that It was the
property of a hakim, (physician) had
brought it back. The horse had been
tethered in line with others, with
men, women, and children sleeping
in the open about them .
"How did you manage it?" asked
the doctor.
"If the sahib will give the necessary
order," he said, "I will show him."
The entire scene was reproduced,
even to the night watchman asleep in
a corner. Noiselessly the Afghan
crawled towards the Arab, threading
snakelike through the prostrate forms
to where it was standing at the end
of the row. Softly hissing to attract
the animal's attention, without causing him alarm, he gently raised himself with arm extended.
In his open palm were some lumps
of goor (native sugar), beloved of
horses, and while the Arab was enjoying these the man Was caressing him
with the other band, whence suspended a watering bridle taken from his
wallet. Quickly this was adjusted, and
then, stroking soothingly, the robber
passed his hand over the animal's
back and down th e hindquarters.
Swiftly the heel ropes were unhitched, then the headgear released, and
with a bound he was astride and away
Took Them for Insects.
his right hand backward flung shoutWoodrow Wilson, the president of ing triumphantly as he passed: "Thus
Princeton, said at 1 recent dinner in was it done!"
the beautiful university town:
The joke was that he never came
"When all the world is well edu- back! A double restitution would
cated, as all the world will be some have been too much of a wrench.
day, then it will be better for everySome foolish people, though,
body.
See the Cafe!
don't care to see all the world edu"See, the cafe!"
cated. These people want to shine
"Yes, a gala scene it is with its
and to shine, of course, one must have
brilliant lights and rich furnishings
darkness.
"But that is a poor way to look at and fashionable women and portly
it. Those ambitious people should men.",
"Do you know why the men and
rather say, the more education, the
women come to the cafe?"
more appreciation.
"I can see well what they are doing.
"There's nothing more disagreeable
than want of appreciation, you know. They are eating and drinking."
"Do you know why they are eating
A multimillionaire returned to his native village and erected a marble pal- and drinking?"
"I suppose It Is because they are
ace on a hilltop there. One day, after
the palace was completed, he said to hungry and thirsty."
"It la a natural mistake, but such Is
the postmaster and the crowd of loit
not the case.'!
erers in the general store:
"Do you, then, O Sage, tell me why
house on
"'Boys, my million-dolla- r
they are eating and drinking."
on the hill is simply full of Tltians.
"Because they are not hungry and
"The loiterers exchanged looks of
thirsty."
and
and
the
horror,
surprise
postmas"You talk in paradoxes."
ter exclaimed:
"Not at all. You do not understand.
"'Good gracious! Ain't there no
They do not know. what it is to be
'
way o' killin' 'em?' "
hungry and thirsty. If they were hungry and thirsty they would be in the
bread line or at home eating real food
Lord Kitchener a Fatalist
Those who know Lord Kitchener Instead of dainties and confections
best call him a fatalist That he has and drinking real water instead of
some very strong convictions as to his stimulants and narcotics." .
"But you do not explain why they
future, however, his friends are well
aware. To give two examples: Dur- eat and drink what they do not need."
"To
ing the Soudan campaign he was once show show they have moneytoand to
spend
they have time money
warned not to expose himself to reckin overindulgence and time to spend
lessly to the enemy when in action.
To this ramonstrance he replied: "I in letting the effects wear off."
"And do they perform no useful sershall never be killed. When my time
comes I shall die peacefully in my vice?"
"No. To perform useful service is
bed." Again, in South Africa, after
be had become commander-in-chief- ,
the to produce, which is not respectable.
is respectable only to consume."
headquarters mess was discussing the It
Life.
of
memfuture
the
various
military
bers present
It was the unanimous
opinion that Kitchener himself would
Cat Catches Burglar.
be called to the war office. But Lord
A woman burglar, her face heavily
Kitchener shook his head and said,
and accompanied by a man,
with a smile; "I think you are all veiled,
waa scared away from the house of
I
Somehow
have a feeling
wrong.
a wealthy coal dealer,
that convinces me I shall never occupy John Callery,
in the Clifton Park section of
any position in the war office." We living
early the other morning
see that Lord Kitchener has Just start- Weebawken,
a servant coming downstairs to let
ed to play golf.
Let us hope that a by
in the cat.
few rounds on the links will make him
The burglars had entered by a front
an optimist.
window, which they opened with a
jimmy, and had packed up all the silverware, table linen and cut glass
He Wouldn't
for removal when the servant
Joseph H. Choate, brilliant lawyer ready
cat crying outside the
of New Tork, deprecated at a recent girl heard the
dinner the exorbitant fees charged by kitchen door. As she came down the
stairs to let the cat in she heard the
some lawyers.
a woman's s'Jk gown. Turn"You have perhaps heard," said Mr. swish of
a
up
light she found the packed
ing
Choate, "of the gentleman who reready to be taken away. She
marked to his counsel, when his case bundles
ran to the front door and saw a man
was settled:
woman running down the street.
and
"'Well, your fee, sir, is exorbitant
I know positively that you didn't give
two hours to my case from first to
Alfonso Enjoys Joke on Himself.
last
Alfonso of Spain has a tremendous
"'Ah, sir,' said the lawyer, airily, appetite; like any boy, he is always
'It is not alone my actual time I hungry. He is far from handsome,
charge you with, but the cost- of my but like any boy, again, he does not
legal training as well."
A few
give a rap about his looks.
" 'All very fine,' retorted the client months
ago, while motoring near La
'And now I wonder if you'd mind giv- Granfa, the king's appetite plagued
ing me a receipt for the cost of your him and he halted at a wayside inn,
legal training, so that your next cus- where he ate with much relish while
tomer won't have to pay for it all cracking Jokes with the landlord and
over again!"
a few peasants who happeneJ. to be
there, being unknown to them, of
course.
A Useful Magazine.
entered to bay Wine for
A little
This magazine looks rather
the her father.girl
worse for wear."
"Tell me," said Don Alfonso to the
"Yes; it's the one I cometlmes lend child, '"have you seen the
king since
to the servant on Sundays."
has been at La Granfa?"
he
"Doesn't she get tired of reading
"Only once," answered the girl.
always the same one?"
had on a beautiful uniform, but
"He
You see, it's the same
"Oh, no!
he is very ugly."
book, but it's always a different servThe king laughed and told the story
ant"
on hlmsplf.
Tit-Bit-

bare-backe-
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RESTAURANT ANB CAFE

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it THE
LOBBY
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
T. G. TJpton, Demlng, New Mexico.
One rrar mare.
wm THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Branded
On left hip
One brown mare.
Branded
SOCIETY AND
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Roard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, H, said date being 10 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesdays after last appearance of this adRegular communivertisement said estray will be sold
day of the month in the vestry
cation first and
by this Board for the benefit of the
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
owner when found.
third Thursday in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
each month. Visitinlvted. Isaac
Appel,
Albuquerque, N. M.
cordially
'
ing brothers cor
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
SecChas. Greenclay,
President;
W.
dially Invited. William H. Stapp,
'
retary.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Estray Advertisement'
Notice U hereby given to whom it LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2, KiMIGKTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
may concern that the following dean4 fourth
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR--Regul- ar
NO. 804 Meet
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
concl.r- - second
Vbursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
One buckskin mare about 15
building. Visiting members are cor
Tuesday in each month at
CD.
7:30
in.
years old.
dially invited. W. :i. Tipton. G. K.;
Masonic Tsmple at
p.
Branded
E. P. Mackel. F. S
S. C; Charles Tamme,
Boncher,
On left shoulder
Recorder.
I. O. O. P., LA 8 VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
Branded
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
Meets every Monday evening at
On left hip
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
tion first Monday in each
(Said animal being unkaown to tnis
ing Brethren cordially invited to atboard, unless claimed by owner on or
at Masonic Temple,
month
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
aays after last appearance of this adRogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, SecreH. P.; Chas. H.
vertisement said estray will be sold
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
uy this Board for the benefit of the
Sporleder, Secretary.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
owner when found.
NO.
1,
DORADO
LODGE
EL
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODKNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
Albuquerque, N. M.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
Monday
every
Meets
the second and fourth Tues.
Css-evening In
each month in the W. O. W.
of
days
Hall.
Advertisement
tie
Visiting
Estray
8 p. m. Christopher
at
hall
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Clay,
Knights are corGeo. Laemmle,
may concern that the following deAdvisor;
Worthy
Invited.
dially
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Clerk. Visiting neighbers are corGeo. A. Fleming,
Francisco Losono, Hillsboro, N. M.
invited.
dially
RecOne bay horse 8 years old,
Keeper of
weighs 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
ords and Seal.
both ears split
DENTISTS.
'
Branded
r
F. R. LORD
On left shoulder
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
OENTI8T
R1
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
Office Pioneer Building
Branded
and third Wednesdays of each
On right hip
Rooms 3 and 4
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Said animal being unknown to tins
Office Pnone Main 57
hall. A E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Residence Phone 4ia
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memadlast
of
after
this
aays
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
appearance
bers cordially invited.
vertisement said estray will be sold
DENTIST
B.
O.
P.
ELKS
Meets second and
by this Board for the benefit of the
Crockett
Suits
Ha
4,
Building.
owner when found.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
office and residence.
at
phones
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
O.
C.
at
R.
month
hall.
Visiting
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
ATTOUiNEVs
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
Ueo. H. Hunker
Chester a. Husks;
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO
HUNKER & HUNKER
may concern that the following de
102 Meets every Friday night a'
Attorneys at Law
scribed estray animal was taken up b;
hall in the Schmidt building La Vegas,
their
New Mexico
A A. Sena, East Las Vegas, N. M.
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
One blue gray mare, about
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
5 or 6 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
ATTENTION STOCK OWNERS I
left ear split, harness marks on collar.
dially welcome. W. C. Dennis, presi
am fully prepared to prevent in your
dent';' Frank Revell, Secretary.
Branded
stock, all contagious blood or germiOn left Jaw
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
cidal diseases; such as, distemper
Branded
and fourth
hall
second
erhood
in horses, black leg in cattle, fllarla
every
On left shouldei
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rum
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
Branded
brothers always welcome
in
Visiting
pigs, and a number ot others.
On left hip
the wigwam. E. E. Gearing,
Will
also cure any of the above disSaid animal being unknown to thu
sachem; Waits H. Davis, chief ot
eases while others pronounce them
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
records and collector ot wampum
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
Incurable. Will go to any part ot
days after last appearance of this ad- F. V. E. Meets first and third Tuesda)
the territorj when called by responvertisement, said estray will be sold
sible parties. Write for terms and
at
each
Fraternal
month,
evenings
by this Board for the bene'it of th)
fees. Address, Dr. G. S. Montoya,
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother!
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
120S National avenue, E. Las Vegas,
are cordially invited. B. F. McGuirt
Albuquerque, N.
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
E. C. Ward, Secretary.
Preaident;
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
To-wi- t:

n

BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

net-en-

J"

To-wi- t:

El

Rut-ledg-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

f
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
John Berkshire, Estancia, N. M.
One light red white faced
To-wi- t:

cow, 4

years

old.

m

Wire scar on right shoulder, two white
hind feet, right ear split, weighs about
550 lbs.
No brands
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11

Branded
fi
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said rwtray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
la hereby given to whom it
Notice
M.
Albuquerque, N.
concern
that the following demay
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 scribed
estray animal was taken up by
E. E. Van Horn, Albuquerque, N. M.
t:
One small black stallion,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it white spot in forehead, 3 years old.
No brands
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Said animal, being unknown to this
Acodemus F. Chaves, Pajarito, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
t:
One gray horse, about 5 before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
years old, weighs about 800 lbs.
days after last appearance of this adBranded
nn vertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
OO by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by OTrner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad- First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
vertisement .said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit .of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following de
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 A.
Sellers, Buchanan, N. M.
One black mule about 8 years old,
16 hands high, both ears split.
Estray Advertisement
No brands.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
H. E. de Oliviera, Claud, N. M.
To-wOne brown mare, 5 or 6 days after last appearance of this adyears old, weight about 800 lbs, wire vertisement, said estray will be sold
scar on left hind leg, star in face.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Unbranded.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque. N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10 First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
A Reliable Cough Medicine
by this Board for the benefit of the
Is a valuble famllv friend
owner when found.
Honey and Tar fulfill thin
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
exactly.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
St., Eaaton, Pa., states: "Several
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 members
of my family have been cured
of bad coughs and colds by the use
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
Estray Advertisement
Notice rs hereby given to whom it
nxtuuuLit DuiuQ in tne nouse.
may concern that the following de- it soothes and relfovM tho
rif-- .
m- ivauuu
scribed estray animal was taken up by in the throat and loosens
cold.
the
up
H. E. de Oliviera, Cloud, N, M.
i uave tuwaye iouna it & reliable
One brown mare about 2 cough cure." O. G. Schaefer
'and
years old, white streak in forehead. Cross Drug Co.
To-wi-

To-wi-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
11, 1911.

Notice Is hereby given that Chenlah
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
on February 19, 1909, made Homestead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
4
section 22, Township 17 North,
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
commutation proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Robt. L. M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the
8th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valN. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel-ge- r,
of Cherryrale, N. M., and Herbert
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Feb 15
Register.
e,

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1
No- -

3

No. 7
No. 9

1:60
6:15
5:15
6:35

P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
P. M.

2:10
6:20
6:40
7:00

P. M.

it:

To-wi- t:

No- -

Depart

1

No- - 3

wo. 7
No. 9

..:

No. t
No. 4
No. 8
No 10

EAST BOUND,
Arrive

A. M.

P. M.
P. M.

n

9:10 P. M.

....11:25 P.

...

....

M.

1:15 A. M.
1:45 P. M.

Depart

i

?
1

N10

P. M.
11:10

P.M.

1:25 A. M.

MOP.

M.
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Portland, Ore., unions will erect
labor temple.
Maine's labor commission advocates
a school for domestics.
THE
The National Federation of Post of
flee Clerks has 20,000 members.
A union of women teachers
has RUMORED THAT THE EARL OF
FATAL ACCIDENT AT COLORADO
been
formed recently in Glasgow
FUEL & IRON COMPANY MINE
DUDLEY IS TO SUCCEED LORD
Scotland.
AT FIERRO
GREY AT OTTAWA
The San Francisco bakers' union
has a singing club of eighty-fiv- e
mem
Silver City, N. M.. Jan. 27. Two bens.
London, Jan. 27. The Earl 0
men were killed and three Injured by
The I'nion Man's omhanaee of San Dudley, who is prominently mention
a premature explosion of a blast at
Lorenzo, Calif. has been taken over ed as the next governor-genera-l
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
of
Fierro, a mining camp near here.
Dy trie state Duliding trades council.
.
.
r ,
rri
i
of
governor-generahas
been
l
The accident occured last Saturday
snouia nave ine uptic as part ot its
The proposition to establish an in Canada,
86
afternoon In the
mine, operated un- ternational headquarters was defeated the commonwealth of Australia since
A
der lease by the Colorado Fuel and by the International Seamen's union. the early part of 1908, and is now on
Iron .company. Just what caused the
Seventeen international uuions are the point of retiring from that post.
accident will probably never be represented In Chicago. There are
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
In English court circles the
known.
Placido Salcido, who was seven hundred labor organizations in
Is gaining ground that the Earl
be nosted
that he mav be able
on what is haDDenind
r so
a
acting as powder man, was charging all.
41
Is elated to succeed Lord Gray at
j
a hole. He had inserted the dynato discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
The national convention of the Ottawa, Nearly
agrees
everyone
mite and a keg of black powder and Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers that he is far more likely to receive
the day.
was tamping it when, without warn- will be held In Logansport, Ind., on the
appointment than either the Duke
in
There March 3 and 4.
ing the explosion occurred.
of Connaught or the Duke of Teck,
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
were about fifteen men at work In the
Clerks In the government depart both of whom have been mentioned
Immediate vicinity and a scene of the ments in Washington, D. C, are being for the
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
place.
An
confusion
ensued.
alarm
to
form
greatest
urged by local organizers
The Earl of Dudley's family name
was at once given and willing res- themselves Into a union.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
is William Humble Ward. The earlcuers went to work under the direcFines of 75 and costs were paid dom has been in existence only two
tion of Superintendent Timothy
every member of your family.
by a Berwick Pa., maAufacturer for generations, but the barony was cre
As soon as something like employing in his silkmill girls that ated in 1604 and the
family has been
order could be restored it was found were too young and concealing the a
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
member
of the arts
distinguished
that one man, Macedonlo Ojlla, had fact.
tocracy since that time. The founder
New Mexico and the world at large.
been killed outright. Placido SalciToronto, Ont union plumbers and of the family was a wealthy jeweler
do, the powder man fatally Injured and steamfitters are conducting a aeries in London. He christened his son
three others hurt. Dr. Williams, the of lectures of a technical nature con Humble and he got on, and, marry
physician of the Colorado Fuel and cerning the modern science of plumb ing the heiress of Lord Dudley, was
Iron company, was summoned and did ing and steam heating.
created Baron Ward in 1604.
The Woman's Trade Union League
everything possible to relieve the in
The present holder of the title
of England, organized In 1874, has a succeeded 'his father, the first Earl,
jured.
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
Salcido lived about an hour and a total affiliated membership of about In 185. He was born In 1867 and
he
first
of
accident
time
the
half. At the
185,000. The model for the
was educated at Eton. He neglected
was standing directly over the hole
tradn union was found In to enter the
university, and instead
and was blown a distance of more America.
devoted himself to extensive travel
than ten feet, hitting with terrific
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
During the year just past the free and to the study of men rather than
force on a rock wall. His head was employment agencies conducted by of books. In 1888 he was appointed
DAILY OPTIC.
crushed and It Is supposed that the the state of Ohio, obtained positions
BY
steward of Kidderminster, and
high
wound was received by striking for nearly fifty thousand unemploy- he was
Name.
of Dudley from 1895
mayor
Oljla was stand- ed, at a cost of 28.2 cents tor every to 1897. During the last Boer war
against the all.
ing Bear Salcido at the time of the person placed.
Address .
he foueht in South Africa with his
eccldent and was Instantly killed, flyAmendments to) the child labor laws
of Worcestershire yeoman
regiment
ing rock striking hinl in many places of Minnesota will be sought this win ry.
1
on the head and body.
ter in an effort to make them more
In the days of his youth the Earl
inn
The men Injured were Jose Hernan- effective and also to give the state la- - of Dudley manifested most decided
dez, Espiridlon Melendez and Gume-clnd- or department more power in their nortine proclivities. Indeed, it Is said
Dallas, all of whom sustained enforcement.
that he was in a fair way to squan
BSSt
Cleveland. O., is to have a $50,000 der his fortune and spoil his career
bruises and contusions. Dallas was
a noble friend, and the future Coun'ise
exclusive
Fierthe
for
from
word
office
with
but
building
quite badly hurt,
vmhPn .he met "and fell in love
was brought out ln FIGHT FOR MINE
tess of
ro 1b to the effect that all of the three of oreanlzed labor. It will be five the beautiful young woman who be-i- h London Dudley with great splendor.
society
men will recover.
Countess of Dudley. She
justice 01 ine stories, containing an auditorium, ten
been
MILLION
photographs have
Many
Peace J. W. Welty impannelled a cor- Intercoms, offices, bowling alleys.- completely reformed him. It is said published of the twin sons of the
a readn nr ,tlie conditions on which Earl and Countess of Dudley. They
oner's jury and after making a com- billiard rooms, gymnasium and
re- in
room.
faoto
of
the
him was that ,he should are named Edward Frederick,
Bfoe
married
for LEGAL CONFLICTS IN COLORADO
plete investigation
The stated purpose of the national
and horse racing. whom King Edward VII. was sponsor, BETWEEN COMPANIES CLAIMturned a verdict of accidental death
gambling
up
give
to regulate!
and exonerating the company from child labor committee is
was greatly, addicted to Idoui anu and George Reginald, for whom King
ING SAME PROPERTY
labor entirely He
child
stop
than
rather
blame.
was himself a noted steeplechase George was sponsor.
The Dudleys
education
about
of
man
compulsory
have
to
a
was
and
ibis
marriage have two other
Placido Salcido
sons
and three
rider. On the day of
Denver, Jan. 27. A legal connict
enacted In all the states In the he foreswore the turf forever.
fr,rtv.twn vears of age and Is survived
in all, the
children
seven
daughters
two rich mining companies
between
such
no
regulations
of
have
resident
been
which
a
has
union
Every Bell Telephone a Telegraph Slafion
His success In politics
the youngest and tihe of the state over the possession of a,
by a wife. He had been
was ot nrpsent.
man of twins being
and
a
for
'
years
,:v,f
mrirvi
for
many
Grant county
.i
Gladys (for whom King mining claim and mine estimated to
worKere.wm,
- eldest, Lady
iorouiu,uii1.,Uiv.(
was also sponsor), being be worth $1,000,000 was commenced
vpar8. He was tanem iuw jj"'an experienced miner. Macedonlo
Edward
as
win
of age number about 300 members,
government in 1895 as verv near her nineteenth birthday.
Ojila was about thirty years In this
ln the federal court yesterday, wnen
of wages during "M
Increase
an
been
of the Board ot Fnr the vouneest
for
only
He
has
Lady
Secretary
n single.
daughter.
Gold Mining company
M weU a8 Alexandra Patricia, Queen Alexandra the Pay Day
month of February, amounting
section for a short time.
In
suit
equity against the
a
filed
eacn
to
empiuy
explo- about $2 a week
t
of the depart- and the Duke of Connaught were
work
the
'
Gold Min"
1UUUBUJ
The cause of the premature
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10
fact that men now receive from $10.76 to
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and Valley
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tvij
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that
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company
vue
mu
ing
...
and that week. The agreement tnai
If you are a subscriber to the Bell Telephone System and
itmont to the Lord heir to the title is Viscount Edham,
the hole had not cooled Is mereon
back $300,000 they have
use
exrcires
latter
pay
r
wish to" send a Telegram, a Night Letter or a Cablegram,
are now
who is now in his seventeenth year. taken from the property as damages
Ueutenantship of Ireland,1906 tie
combustion resulted, but this
a
and
1.
March
until
your Telephone.
fur-mained at Dublin
will be connected
ly theoretical.
and that they be enjoined from
u
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Of
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your
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from
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MEETS
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your
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for
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At night,
a most
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may
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Foley Kidney Pills purify the blooa, restore
AND RED CROSS
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER

.
DRUG CO.
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300.

soiled

J no.

B.

s

Stetson hats, slightly

at the

$3.50

White Cleaned

..Oats..

somewhat improved.

AND

For Sale Two lota on Tilden ave
nue, facing east between 9th and
10th streets. A bargain for cash.
Harris Real Estate Co.
The Crystal Ice company, which has
been closed down for a couple of
weeks for general repalra, is again at
work turning out large quantities of
ice.

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main J3I

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First Rational Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
'

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

WHEN

WANT

YOU

FLOWERS

PHONE US
Main 462
Main 276

.

Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., who haa
been ill with an attack of grip for
several days, is still confined to his
home. He expects to be out in ' a
Two anniversaries
popular with
short time.
American citizens, the birthday of
George Washington, February 22, and
John R. Chambers of Roosevelt the natal day of Abraham Lincoln,
county was yesterday admitted to the February 12, will be observed by the
New Mexico hospital for the Insane. schools. Dr. M. F. Des Marals, coun
He was brought here by Sheriff Balnes ty superintendent, says the teachers
of that county.
of the various county schools are
working in the preparation of suitable
Tomorrow evening the Business programs for both days. All the chil
Men and the Normal will contest for dren will participate with songs and
basketball honors on the Y. M. C. A. recitations. The city schools also will
court. The game is expected to be observe the days in a fitting way. '
u.
an interesting one.
Last night about 11': 30 o'clock water
Boots and shoes made to order for pipes in the room above the Hub
cripples a specialty. My old custom- clothing company's store sprung a
ers, and the public are generally in- leak. Water soaked through the floor
vited to oall and see me. Joe Mar- and damaged slightly a number of
tin 521 Sixth street.
Stetson hats on the shelving.
This
probably will result in the Hub hold
The Christian Endeavor Society of ing .a special sale as the hats will
the First Christian church will give a have to be disposed of at once. This
social for its members and their would prove a good opportunity to
friends tonight in the church. A plea- secure a headpiece of the famous
sant evening is expected.
brand at considerably less than the
regular price.
Marriage licenses were granted yesterday afternoon at the court house to Work on the new county bridge at
Cloba Montoya, 55, Pueblo, and Cres- La Plaza del Llano is nearly complet
cendo Aguilar, 52, Pueblo; Romual-dlt- a ed. The structure is of stone and
Benavldez, 21, and Anselmo Tru-29- , crosses the low arroyo that has made
Enclnosa; Carmelita Martin- the road to the Hot Springs almost
ez, 18, and Adolfo Blea, 21, San Jose. impassable at times during high water. A considerable fill of rock and
Isaac Bacharach Is ill with an at earth was required on either end of
tack of grip. Mr. Bacharach, it is the bridge. The bridge Is one of the
eald, took a ride into the country a many Improvements in roads made by
few days ago in hla auto. For some the county commissioners during the
reason he returned in a farm wagon. past year.
He thought the wagon went too 'slow
to allow him to catch cold but changed
Pedestrians, get ready to dodge
hla mind when the grip grabbed him. little oftener. Six
prominent citizens
of Las Vegas are spending their even
ings reading automobile catalogues,
At night they are dreaming about carbureters, spark plugs, direct transmis
sion, universal Joints and fore doors.
It is rumored that the entire
will Invest in cars within the next
few weeks, as they are all badly bitten by the motor bug.
half-doze- n

Perry Onion & Son Slaughter
Friday and Saturday

FOR THE BEST OF

JAN.

27 and 28

We will sell Loose- -

Wiles and

Beef

Ne- -

vins Box Candies

Mutton
PorP

Veal

oooooboooooo

'

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish

AT COST
'.

Pickels, Etc

GO TO THE

j

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store I.
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE
i

OOOOOOOOOOOO

See Our Window

H.

STEARNS.

1

GROCER.

1LFELd

b

No More Bother
with your

Arrangements are practically completed for a game between the basketball teams of the Normal University and the University of New Mexico, to be played here a week from
Friday evening. The university defeated the Normal in Albuquerque a
short time ago by the scant margin
of three points. The Normal expects
to get revenge in the return game.
The Ayer Concert company of New
York City will appear tonight in the
Y. M. C. A. hall ae the fifth attraction on the Santa Fe's entertainment
course. The company is said to be
made up of excellent musicians and
it is predicted by those who have
heard the Ayer company that Its concert will be the .best given here this
winter.

.1
Best coffee obtainable
K'tchen. Meals twenty-fiv- e

-

at White
cents.

snug-fittin-

long-weari-
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-
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ng

$400

$450

,

GREENBERGER

Washing

"A Square Deal"

when It is

sent to us. We take
all the work, the bother and the
worry from your shoulders. And
how much more comfortable

It

makes Monday for all the family, not to have the washing in
the house.
We call for your week's washing regularly and promptly. We
wash all the clothes, starch the
pieces that need it, dry all the
clothes and iron and fold, ready
for use .the bed and table linen,
towels and other flat pieces.
You know our process is sanitary and safe. You will appreciate too, it's reliability, quickness and the quality of our
work.

'I!
y

iTOU

CAN

Hoosier

a

BUY

Kitchen

Cabinet as cheap

in Las Vegas! as you can
in Chicago. Come in and

examine them.

It is a pleasure for us to show our goods.

See our "Rough Dry" list for
prices, and try us next week.

n..1

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN

& SON

Exclusive Agents.
9.

1

mUM
SANITARY

For Rxtreme
Comfort Wear

Martha
I wasnington
I Comfort Shoes

1

I Romero Merc Co.

Ferndell

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
3.
easily removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely overlooked by all other .milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively for stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling ajid aerating system!
7. Strictest rules of: cleanliness observed throughout.
We wish to emphasizejthe first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the Importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the country. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of ,milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the disease bacteria which may exist in the
milk vessels or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
in any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the Moye, Geyer and Corbett dairies.
W so'iclt your patronage and guarantee prompt eervice and
dairy products at jeast 'equal n quality to those of any other
1.

2.

Air-tig-

All widths and sizes
Two different styles

PRICES $2.25 to $2.50

I

"Pure Food"

ams

(Ripe Fruit and Sugar only)

Damson Plum
Red

Currant

Fig,

Red Raspberry

Blackberry
Red Cherry
Red Tomato
Strawberry
TRY

T.A. A HERS, Manager.

(Q(W3H and Retail
.

5CREENED

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
"

Black Currant

A

JAR

AT

BOUCHER'S

WHY?

DAIRY
Because of the ' Followlna Correct Conditions

cErrarTos

LUMP

'

x

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phone Main 21

in The Optio'o
Try an
''WantColumn3'J
W5l.fi

THE COFFEE MAN

4 (I
"

e t0 supp'y e business
e sou
g,
men or trus town win siyusn,
Regals. You'll
find Regals comfortable, serviceable
satisfactory in every way.

Footwear
$350

ar

day wear as Regals do.

Business

The California Limited was run in
four sections this morning. One of
these was a Raymond-Whltcomspecial. The train was luxurious throughout, being composed of diner, smoker,
observation
and several Pullman
a
sleepers. Eastern tourists on
Journey to the Pacific and Orient
made up the party. The other three
sections were the regular equipment
of the limited, which is now carrying
a heavy coast traffic.

enabling young men and women to
qualify in the government service in
some of Irs many branches. The
dateB and the subjects in which exam
inations will be given are as follows:
February 8, press feeder, female;
February 23 and ?4, preparator, bureau of entomology; grazing examin
er, forest service; aid in anthropology,
national museum; editorial clerk, bureau of manufactures; March 8 and
9, teacher, Indian " service. Further
information concerning the examina
tions may be had at the postofflce
East Las Vegas.

Box Candy

Store
.Ranch

.

AND MONDAY

Clean hot towel, each and every
At Graaf's Dry Goods Store, where
shave, at Sanitary Baber Shop. Nagle prices are always the lowest
& Buhler.
Any articles that sells by the yard
at 25 per cent off
Automobile,
Ladies' Union Suits no special kind
carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429 all that you want, no lesB than two
Grand avenue.
to a customer, one third off.
Embroideries and laces one third
300 J no. B. Stetson Hats, slightly off
water soiled, all the latest blocks soft
The new etringless muslin petticoat
and stiff, $3.50.
ten per cent off to introduce them.
There isn't any store in the land
January Clearance Sale on Monarch that can allow a discount on every
and Wilson Bros, shirts for 98c, worth sale every day In the year unless the
$1.25 and $1.50, at Tateherts.
goods are marked high enough, our
goods are marked low, so If you don't
Miss Ethel Mahan, who has been get a tgn off all the time you still save
seriously ill for about three weeks. money when buying from us.
was reported today as improved.
GRAAF DRY GOODS.

ready-to-we-

r4,

Most
Serviceable

White
cents.

Mrs. E. Rosenwald who is Beriously
It has been announced that several
ill, had a severe attack last night but civil service examinations will be held
her condition today was reported as here next month for the purpose of

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops

WA1.

LUDVVIQ

shoes stand
other
,(fr,No
of every- m a
strain
continual
Up under the

The

at

TOMORROW

Timothy Hay

I

Cooking "en casserole" produces a delicious flavor, impossible to describe, due to the complete cooking of the food and to
the fact that it is served on the table in the vessel in which it is
cooked. Instead of boiling:, roasting: or broiling, (methods which
demand a very high heat), food prepared in Fulper cassaroles is
cooked long and slowly at a gentle heat. In this way the food
I
is rendered both nutritious and most agreeable in taste.

Hub.

Best coffee obtainable
Kitchen; Meals twenty-fiv- e

M

I

Nol-ette'-

barber shop.

VEGETABLES
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All high grade tonics used al

New California Cabbage, Extra Fancy Tomatoes from Guaymas, N"
Mex.f Rio Grande Crisp Celery, California Celery.
Cauliflower,
Spinage,
Parsley,
Head Letnce,
Water Cress,
Soup Bunches,
Sweet Potatoes,
Brnssel Sprouts,
Green Chile,
Beets,
Oyster Plant,
Turnips,
Red Cabbage,
Carrots,
Parsnips,
Horse Radish Root,
Leek,
Reutabagos,
Radishes, Boiling Onions,

TUP

office.

REGAL. SHOES

FLAVOR

to rent a piano. Inquire

Wanted

at this

. ,
Florida and California Grape Froit, Extra Fancy Navel Oranges,
Cal. Tangerines, Juabo Bananas, Almaria Grapes, California, Oregon,
Colorado and Home Grown Apples, Winter Xellis Pears, Imported Figs,
Persian and Black Dates, New Cluster Raains, Extra Fancy Late Howe
Cranberries.

IN

DELICIOUS

Stetson Hat Sale at the Hub.

WE SHALL HAVE

IN

A

